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Abstract 
Individual carbon nanotubes (CNTs) have superior thermal conductivity than 
conventional materials. The applications for CNTs range from heat sinks, thin films to 
thermal interface materials. However, when CNTs are grouped together in macroscopic 
quantities and embedded in different media their thermal conductivity changes. 
Therefore, it is important to determine the thermal conductance changes when CNTs are 
embedded in different media. In my research, CNTs were embedded in thin films and as 
aligned structures (fins) in water. Analytical and experimental methods were used to 
determine the thermal conductances of these aligned structures and thin films. The 
primary goals of this research were to develop novel analytical methods to determine 
thermal conductivity and also experimental techniques to determine effectiveness of the 
embedded CNTs as carriers of heat by thermal conductance evaluation. It is observed that 
CNTs fins are effective carriers of heat and result in up to 57% decrease in thermal 
resistance. In the case of CNTs embedded in thin films, it is important to consider non 
Fourier effects and neglecting non Fourier effects would lead to an underestimation of the 
thermal conductivity. In addition to the thermal conductivity value, the analysis also 
provides a way to determine the thermal relaxation time of thin films. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
1.1. Motivation 
Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) have superior thermal properties and have the 
potential to be used in many different applications ranging from heat sinks, thermal 
interface materials to heat sinks. The thermal conductivity of individual carbon 
nanotubes (SWNTs) has been experimentally measured to be up to 5800 W fmK [1] 
and for individual multiwalled carbon nanotubes (MWNTs) to be up to 3000 W fmK 
[2]. The thermal conductivity values change when the carbon nanotubes are 
grouped together in bulk- for MWNTs the measured value ranged from 4.1 - 150 
W jmK [3, 4] and for SWNTs to 200 W jmK [5]. Potential applications of CNTs in heat 
sinks, thermal interface materials and thin films require that they be "embedded" as 
aligned structures in water or "embedded" in thin films. Therefore it is important to 
determine the thermal conductance/thermal conductivity in such cases. We would 
like to mention here that we have used thermal conductance and thermal resistance 
interchangeably in this thesis. In addition thermal conductance and thermal 
conductivity are related and its relevance is based on the application considered. 
Thermal conductance is relevant when we consider heat sinks and thermal 
conductivity is important when we consider thin films and thermal interface 
materials. 
1.2. Carbon Nanotubes 
CNTs were first discovered by Ijima in 1991 [6] and have unique thermal, 
electrical and mechanical properties. Carbon nanotubes are part of the Fullerene 
structural family and can be considered to be a rolled-up 2D planar sheet of graphite 
(graphene). Their diameters usually range from 1 nm to 100 nm (hence the name 
carbon nanotubes) but can be up to microns in length. CNTs are synthesized at high 
temperatures using methods like carbon arc discharge, pulsed laser evaporation of 
graphite, thermal or plasma-assisted chemical vapor deposition and high pressure 
CO decomposition [7]. These synthesis methods yield good quality CNTs but the 
control over the chirality is rather limited. In addition these methods provide little 
control over defects in CNTs. Needless to say, synthesis of CNTs is one of the most 
fertile research areas, where a lot of issues still need to be addressed, if we envision 
CNTs to be used in real world applications. 
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1.2.1. Types of Carbon Nanotubes 
The two main types ofCNTs are single-walled nanotubes (SWNTs) and multi-
walled nanotubes (MWNTs). MWNTs are basically made of concentrically placed 
SWNTs. The properties of SWNTs and MWNTs are quite similar due to the 
decoupling of SWNT rings in the MWNTs [8]. 
It is important to understand the geometry of a Graphene sheet to 
understand how the rolling of the sheet results in different types of SWNTs. Fig. 1.1 
shows the vectors on a Graphene sheet. The point 0 denotes the origin and the other 
point A is any point that can be reached by the use of the chiral vector Ch. The 
vectors a1 and az are the primitive vectors of the unit cell. The chiral angle 8 is the 
angle the chiral vector makes with the zig zag axis of the Graphene sheet. The chiral 
vector can be formed from the primitive vectors using integers n and m such that 
(1.1) 
Rolling the Graphene sheet where the point A coincides with origin 0 leads to a 
SWNT with (n,m) chirality. If we were to roll the sheet along the zig zag axis (i.e. 8= 
0) then we get a zig zag SWNT as show in Fig. 1.2a. We see that this corresponds to 
them= 0 therefore all zig zag SWNTs are denoted by (n, 0) chirality. The armchair 
axis of the Graphene sheet is specified by 8= rr/6 and this corresponds ton= m. 
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Figure 1.1: Schematic view of the vectors on a Graphene sheet. 
Therefore, rolling the sheet along the armchair axis gives rise to the armchair SWNT 
denoted by (n,n) chirality as showing in Fig. 1.2b. A SWNT generated with any other 
8 is known as a general SWNT and is denoted by the (n,m) chirality as shown in Fig. 
1.2c. 
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a) b) c) 
Figure 1.2: SWNT types based on chirality a) (10,0) zig zag SWNT b) (5 ,5) armchair 
SWNT c) (7 ,3) general SWNT. 
The direction in which the Graphene sheet is rolled has an effect on the 
properties (including thermal) of the SWNTs. This gives rise to either metallic or 
semiconducting SWNTs and are defined by the formula, 
r = (n - m)mod3 (1.2) 
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If r = 0, then the SWNT is metallic else it is semiconducting. Therefore the armchair 
SWNT is always metallic. For the semiconducting SWNT, the band gap depends on 
the diameter of the SWNT. 
1.2.2. Thermal Properties 
CNTs have excellent thermal properties owing to their strong spz bonding. 
Carbon nanotubes have good temperature stability: up to 2800 oc in vacuum and 
750 °C in air. This makes it better suited than metals in applications involving high 
temperatures since metals tend to get oxidized [9]. The thermal conductivity of 
CNTs along the axis is very high due to the 1D nature that leads to long phonon 
mean free paths. CNTs are interesting due to the fact that unlike metals where 
electrons carry both heat and electricity, in the case of CNTs the predominant 
carriers of heat are phonons [10]. 
The thermal conductivities of individual SWNTs and MWNTs was measured 
to be around 5800 W jmK and 3000 W jmK at room temperature as mentioned 
earlier. The thermal conductivity values change when measured in bulk The 
thermal conductivity of disordered bulk SWNTs is around 35 W/mK [11] and for 
aligned bulk SWNTs it was measured to be 200 W jmK [5], while for bulk MWNTs 
the measured value ranged from 4.1 W jmK- 150 W jmK [3, 4]. The decrease in 
thermal conductivity suggests a weak coupling between the different CNTs [5]. The 
variability in the thermal conductivity values is attributed to the difference in 
synthesis methods and the experimental techniques used to measure the values. 
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Thermal conductance of bulk CNT structures have been found to be 
dependent on the interfacial properties of individual CNTs [12] and are also 
influenced by its diameter and structure [13]. In some cases thermal conductance 
values 2-3 times that of copper wires were observed. In general it was observed that 
the thermal conductance of SWNTs depends largely on its diameter and chirality 
whereas for MWNTs it depends on the tube diameter, length and number of shells 
[14]. Our literature search on thermal conductance of CNT structures in a fluid 
yielded no results. 
1.3. Thermal conductance and thermal conductivity 
Thermal conductance by definition is the quantity of heat passing in unit 
time through a plate of particular area and thickness when the plate's opposite faces 
are at a one degree temperature difference. It is a quantity that can be derived from 
the thermal conductivity and its unit is W JK. Unlike thermal conductivity, thermal 
conductance is dependent on the geometry of the structure. Thermal conductance 
or thermal conductivity is used in this thesis depending on the type of application 
considered. For applications like aligned structures of CNTs that are embedded in 
water, thermal conductance is of utmost importance, whereas for CNTs that are 
embedded in thin films the thermal conductivity is of importance. In the case of 
aligned CNT structures in water it is clear that the convective heat transfer into the 
water will depend on the geometry of the aligned structures thus making thermal 
conductance an important parameter. However, for thin films the conductive heat 
transfer is governed by thermal conductivity parameter and less by the geometry of 
7 
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the thin fims. Therefore, in general we could say that for CNTs embedded in a fluid 
medium, thermal conductance is an important parameter whereas when CNTs are 
embedded in a solid medium then thermal conductivity is an important parameter. 
1.3.1. Measurement techniques 
1.3.1.1. Thermal conductance 
One of the most simple and prevalent methods to determine the thermal 
conductance or resistance (reciprocal of conductance) of any structure that is 
embedded in a fluid is by adopting the heat sink methodology. The fluid can be 
considered to be air, water or any other type of fluid. The structures could be any 
material and in our case we consider CNTs. A heat sink facilitates the transfer of 
heat from the hot structure to the cold fluid. Tuckerman and Pease [15] were the 
first to characterize the performance of a heat sink using the total thermal 
resistance formula (Rtot) which they defined mathematically as 
T -T R = w in 
tot Q (1.3) 
where T w is the heat sink temperature, Tin is the inlet temperature of the fluid and Q 
is the heat dissipated by the heat sink. The total thermal resistance is independent 
of the heat dissipated but is dependent inversely on the flow rate of the fluid. The 
quantities in the Eq. (1.3) can be experimentally measured providing a simple way 
to measure the thermal resistance. 
1.3.1.2. Thermal conductivity 
The thermal conductivity measurement techniques for thin films have seen 
significant development in the last 20 years [16]. The measurement techniques can 
be divided into optical heating and sensing techniques and electrical heating and 
sensing techniques. 
Optical heating and sensing techniques use laser irradiation to heat the thin 
films. Optical heating methods use the pump and probe lasers where the pump laser 
heats the thin film while the time delayed probe laser measures the temperature 
response of the thin film. Based on the response, the thermal diffusivity value is 
determined and then the thermal conductivity is calculated using a simple formula 
[17]. Therefore optical methods are sometimes called the indirect method to 
measure thermal conductivity. One of the disadvantages of optical heating methods 
is that it is difficult to determine the amount of heat absorbed by the thin films. 
Based on the measurement domain, optical techniques can be further divided into 
time domain techniques [18] and frequency domain techniques [19]. Time domain 
methods use the temporal decay of temperature in the thin film while the frequency 
domain methods use phase-sensitive lock-in techniques to measure the amplitude 
and phase of temperature in the thin film. 
In electrical heating and sensing methods, the heating and sensing elements 
could be separate or in some methods the heater acts as a temperature sensor too. 
The advantage of the electrical sensing method is that it is easier to determine the 
amount of heat deposited on the thin film and the temperature rise. One of the most 
9 
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commonly used methods to determine the thin film thermal conductivity is the 3 
omega method [20]. 3 omega method offers the additional advantage that the 
measurement time is short (a few seconds) and the radiation losses are negligible 
since the thin film temperature rises only a few degrees above ambient. 
Fig. 1.3 shows the schematic view of the 3w measurement method. It consists 
of a metal line that acts as a heater / thermometer deposited onto the sample (thin 
film). If the resistance of the metal line is R1 and an alternating current (a.c) of w 
frequency is passed through the metal line such that 
(1.4) 
1\'letalline (heater - thermo1neter) 
~ 
Santple 
Figure 1.3: Schematic view of the 3co measurement method 
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where Io is the amplitude of the current. The current in the metal line leads to Joule 
heating Qat 2w frequency 
(1.5) 
where P is power generated in the metal line. 
The Joule heating gives rise to temperature oscillations in the sample at 2w 
frequency. Since the resistance of the metal line is linearly proportional to 
temperature, there is a small oscillatory component added to the metal line at 2w 
frequency and the resistance of the metal line becomes 
(1.6) 
If we measure the voltage V across the metal line, 
V = IR =I R eiox +I R ei3ox = V +-,;:, 
o i o o w 3w (1.7) 
we have an oscillatory component at w frequency and also a small oscillatory 
component of voltage at 3w frequency. Measuring the 3w voltage yields the 
temperature oscillations data in the sample. The thermal conductivity value of the 
sample can be obtained by taking the slope of the in-phase temperature oscillations 
versus the heater frequency. 
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1.4. Non Fourier equation 
Thermal conductivity measurement is predominantly governed by the 
Fourier equation. One of the drawbacks of the Fourier equation is that it assumes 
that heat travels at infinite speed [21]. At time scales that are sufficiently long like 
those encountered in most of the real world situations, the use of the Fourier 
equation is valid. However, when we consider very short time scales like those 
encountered in laser heating of materials and high speed electronics, the Fourier 
equation cannot be used. This is because in such cases local thermal equilibrium has 
not been achieved. 
The 1D non Fourier equation (also known as the Cattaneo equation) and the 
associated hyperbolic heat conduction equation (HHCE) can be derived from the 
Boltzman transport equation (Appendix A), 
a ( av) (av a2vJ 
- k(x)- =pc -+T-
ax ax p at at2 (1.8) 
where k is the thermal conductivity, p is the density, Cp is the specific heat and T is 
the relaxation time. Clearly, we see that Eq. (1.8) shows that heat travels in the form 
of waves and has a finite speed c given by 
(1.9) 
The 1D HHCE equation in cylindrical coordinates can be easily derived and is given 
by 
13 
1 a ( av) (av a2vJ 
-- k(r)r- =pc -+T-
r ar ar p at at2 (1.10) 
If we assume k to be constant then Eq. 1.10 becomes 
(1.11) 
Chapter 2 
Aligned structures of carbon 
nanotubes embedded in water 
This chapter deals with an experimental study conducted to determine the 
thermal resistance of multiwall carbon nanotubes (MWNTs) grown in a silicon 
minichannel with water as the cooling medium. Two different devices based on 
different MWNT architectures - one fully covered with MWNTs and the other with 6 
x 12 (rows, columns) of MWNT bundles were tested and compared to a device with 
no MWNTs. The performance was evaluated based on a constant heat flux applied to 
the silicon base versus the corresponding silicon base temperature. The 
experiments were performed at two different volumetric flow rates of 40 mlfmin 
and 80 mlfmin. The experimental results were also validated against computational 
modeling results. Finally, the thermal resistance of the three devices was calculated 
and compared. It was observed that the presence of MWNTs enhanced the heat 
removal from the silicon base. 
14 
2.1. Background 
The next generation microchips with high power densities would require 
novel methods of cooling. Minichannels and microchannels provide an effective way 
of cooling microchips. The high heat fluxes can be dissipated using forced 
convection in microchannels and minichannels [15, 22-25]. Microchannels provide 
enhanced heat transfer ability when compared to minichannels due to having a 
smaller hydraulic diameter however they come with increased pumping 
requirement. In addition the fabrication of microchannels would require novel 
techniques that are time consuming and cost intensive. Several methods of altering 
the microchannels surfaces including rectangular grooves [26], offset fins [27] and 
longitudinal fins [28] have been investigated. All of them reported an increase in 
heat transfer due to increased surface area, better flow mixing, and an increased 
heat transfer coefficient but they also had the disadvantage of added pressure drop. 
The working fluid investigated for liquid cooling has been predominantly 
water. In addition to the single phase heat transfer techniques mentioned above, 
flow boiling has also been investigated by several authors [29, 30]. Two phase flows 
provide high heat transfer coefficients when compared to single phase flows and are 
suited for high heat flux dissipation [31]. Nanofluids with water as the base fluid 
with various added nanoparticles offer several advantages for cooling. The thermal 
properties for these fluids can be tailored to suit the cooling requirements. 
Experimental investigations on convective heat transfer performance have been 
carried out using CuO [32, 33], Alz03 [33-35], TiOz [36] and Cu [37] based 
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nanofluids. Nanofluids come with certain drawbacks like sedimentation, clogging of 
channels, erosion and increased pressure drop [38]. Dielectric fluids as the working 
fluid have also been investigated by various authors [39-41]. Dielectric fluids with 
their low boiling point and increased wetting properties provide an excellent way 
for increased heat transfer however they are plagued by dry out and reverse flow 
problems. 
Numerous authors have investigated CNTs as thermal interface materials in 
microchannels for cooling. Flow boiling analysis with CNT coating in microchannels 
and water as the cooling medium has been reported by various authors [42, 43]. The 
authors claim an enhancement of critical heat flux owing to the fact that the CNT 
coating in microchannels provides numerous nucleation sites. Single phase cooling 
using CNTs with water as cooling medium on the other hand was researched by Mo 
et al [ 44]. They applied different heat rates to the base of the silicon microchannel 
while holding the pressure drop across the device constant. This was then compared 
to a silicon microchannel with no CNTs. They observed in the case of silicon 
microchannels with CNT fins, that they could apply 23% higher input power and 
still keep the temperature of the transistor lower than a silicon microchannel with 
no CNTs. Jakaboski et al [45] conducted further research on CNTs in silicon 
microchannels and achieved an increase in heat rate removal. Recently forced 
convection with water over single walled nanotubes was tested for different heat 
fluxes and flow rates [46]. Unlike previously reported, the results showed that single 
walled nanotubes result in no increase in heat dissipation but add a thermal 
resistance. The authors attributed this to the hydrophobic nature of the CNTs. 
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As far as we know, there is contradictory study on the enhancement of heat transfer 
using CNTs with water as the working fluid in single phase. In our research we have 
presented experimental results ranging from the single phase to the nucleation 
phase in the flow boiling regime. A comparison of the experimental results to the 
computationally modeled results was done and observed differences are explained. 
In general we found that the presence of MWNTs results in enhanced heat removal 
from the silicon minichannel. 
2.2. Methodology 
2.2.1. Device fabrication 
Three different devices were fabricated - one with no MWNTs, one with fully 
covered MWNTs and one with a 6 x 12 array (6 rows and 12 columns) of MWNT 
bundles. The word bundles used in this thesis means bundles of MWNTs that form a 
cylindrical fin. Fig. 2.1 shows the basic steps involved in the fabrication of the three 
devices. We began with a 3" diameter, 1 mm thick silicon wafer that was diced using 
the Disco High Tech Scribe Saw into a 55 mm x 45 mm rectangular piece. To cut the 
octagonal hole in the center of the wafer, we first tried wet etching with potassium 
hydroxide [47] but we observed that it did not provide us with adequate 
dimensional control and the etching rate was too slow therefore we used laser 
cutting to cut the hole. The widest and longest part of the channel is 25 mm and 35 
mm, respectively. Another 3" dia silicon wafer but 500 microns thick (pre-coated 
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with 500 nm silicon dioxide) was diced into a 55 mm x 45 mm rectangular piece. To 
bond the lmm thick silicon wafer and the 500 microns thick silicon wafer, different 
Si wafer, 1000 
microns thick, 
3" dia 
~ 
Si wafer, 500 
microns thick, 
3" dia 
~ 
Wafer dicing! Wafer dicing! 
0 0 
Laser cutting t CNT growth t 
Bonding of 
wafers using 
epoxy 
Pyrex wafer, 
1000 microns 
thick, 3" dia 
~ 
Drilling of 
inlet and 
outlet ports 
Attachment of 
pyrex wafer 
Figure 2.1: Steps showing the fabrication of MWNTs on silicon device. 
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methods were considered [ 48, 49] however we found that for our application, using 
an epoxy was the best option. It provided us with a quick, cost effective way to bond 
the wafers. We used the Devcon 2 Ton Epoxy that provided us with a work time of 
30 minutes so as to provide us with ample time to correct alignment errors. To 
form the cover plate for the channel, we used a 3 " diameter, 1 mm thick Pyrex wafer 
with two holes for inlet and outlet of water. The two holes with 1.5 mm diameter 
were drilled at a distance of 31 mm from each other using a diamond tipped drill bit 
housed in a bench top drill press. Plastic capillary tubing of 1.5 mm outer diameter 
and 1 mm inner diameter was used then to form the inlet and outlet manifolds. The 
capillary tubing was attached to the Pyrex wafer using epoxy. The Pyrex wafer was 
then bonded on top of the silicon wafer assembly using an epoxy. This formed the 
base version i.e. the device with no MWNTs. The device and the channel dimensions 
are shown in Fig. 2.2. 
a) 
19 
25mm 
7m{ .... 
35mm 
b) 
Figure 2.2: Dimension of a) Device b) Octagonal Channel (lmm deep). 
The fully covered MWNT device and the 6 x 12 MWNTs device were 
fabricated along the similar lines as the device with no MWNTs. The MWNTs were 
grown using chemical vapor deposition at 775 ac with a ferrocene catalyst and a 
xylene source with a mixture of argon and hydrogen as the carrier gas. The SEM 
image (Fig. 2.3) of the MWNTs shows a dense entangled network of tubes with a 
broad diameter distribution of 10 - 100 nm. In the case of the fully covered MWNT 
device, the 500 microns thick Si wafer had a rectangular area of 24 mm x 15 mm 
covered with MWNTs that was 500 microns in height in the center of the wafer. The 
6 x 12 MWNT bundles were formed by laser cutting a fully covered MWNTs area. 
Fig. 2.4 shows an SEM image of a section of these bundles. The bundles are 
staggered in nature with a diameter of 1 mm and a height of 500 microns. 
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Raman spectroscopy of the 6 x 12 MWNTs device was done before and after 
laser cut. It was observed that the characteristic Raman spectrum (Fig. 2.5) of 
MWNTs remains the same i.e. the MWNTs remained intact. In between the bundles, 
we observed a peak at 512 cm·1 (Fig. 2.Sc), which is the characteristic silicon peak, 
in addition to the characteristic MWNT peaks. We believe that in between the 
bundles there were regions where the silicon was exposed in addition to some 
residual MWNTs. We would like to point out here that the as grown MWNTs were 
hydrophobic in nature but we observed that the wetting properties of MWNTs 
changed towards hydrophilic once the fins were submerged in water over time. This 
change in wetting properties is an interesting phenomenon that requires further 
investigation since we were not able to find any explanation for this in the published 
literature. 
7/8/2011 
11:01:02 PM 
Figure 2.3: SEM image ofMWNTs. 
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Figure 2.4: SEM image of MWNTs bundles as cylindrical columns. 
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Figure 2.5: Raman spectra of the MWNTs. (a) Before laser cutting. (b) Bundles. (c) In 
between the bundles. The peak at 512 cm-1 shows that there is exposed silicon in 
addition to residual MWNTs. 
2.2.2. Experimental setup 
The experimental setup used to test the devices can be divided into two parts 
- flow loop and the test fixture. Fig. 2.6 shows the flow loop for water. De-ionized 
water is pumped through the setup using a Cole Parmer peristaltic pump. The 
peristaltic pump consists of a pump head and a drive to control the flow rate. A 
rotameter (ABB) flow meter is used to measure the volumetric flow rate of the 
water. The water then passes through the device holder that is used to hold the 
three devices to be tested and is finally collected in a beaker. A toggle valve 
(Swagelok) is provided to take care of unintended pressure build up in the flow loop 
Peristaltic Pump 
De-ionize 
water 
Flow meter 
Toggle 
valve 
Beaker 
Figure 2.6: Flow loop for water. 
Pressure 
Transducer 
Beaker 
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due to obstructions. A differential pressure transducer (OMEGA PX-26-30 DV) is 
used to measure the pressure drop across the 3 devices. Since this is an open loop 
system, only one port of the transducer was connected to the inlet of the device. 
Since the outlet of the water was at atmospheric pressure, the pressure transducer 
provides the differential pressure. The differential pressure transducer was 
calibrated using a dead weight tester and a linear equation providing the pressure in 
Pascal from the corresponding voltage reading was obtained (Appendix B). In 
addition there were two thermocouples (not shown in the Fig. 2.6.) that were used 
to measure the inlet and outlet water temperature. 
The test fixture that holds the devices to be tested is shown in Fig. 2.7. The 
device is held in the device holder made of fiberglass. The fiberglass has a 55 mm x 
45 mm rectangular recess and in the middle of the recess is a 25 mm x 15 mm 
rectangular slot that houses a copper block A Watson ceramic heater that is 
controlled by a variac heats the copper block that in turn heats the back surface of 
the silicon of the devices. Ceramic cloth insulation is used around the copper block 
to minimize heat loss. A thin layer of thermal interface material (Antec Formula 5) is 
applied to achieve good thermal contact between the copper block and the silicon 
surface. In addition, mechanical clamping was used to achieve a good thermal 
contact. Three holes drilled into the copper block are used to house Omega 30 gauge 
type T thermocouples. The thermocouples were anchored to the copper block using 
the Arctic Silver thermal epoxy. The thermocouples are used to measure the heat 
flux applied to the devices using Fourier's law. 
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k !1T q=-
!1x 
(2.1) 
where .!1x is the distance between the thermocouples, !l.T is the difference between 
the thermocouple temperatures and k is the thermal conductivity of the copper 
block. The top most thermocouple that is just below the silicon bottom surface is 
assumed to give the silicon surface temperature. The heater comes with an inbuilt 
thermocouple that provides a method to monitor the heater temperature. The data 
from the thermocouples and the differential pressure transducer was recorded 
using a data acquisition unit. 
CNT on silicon device 
Fibreglass 
Thermocouple 
Figure 2.7: Test fixture. 
DAQ 
Copper block 
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2.3. Data acquisition 
Data acquisition was performed using the Measurement Computing USB-TC-
AI data acquisition unit. The data acquisition unit has 4 channels for thermocouples 
and 4 channels for voltage. The thermocouples are connected to the 4 channels 
while the output from the pressure transducer is connected to one of the voltage 
channels. The data from the data acquisition unit was displayed and recorded on a 
Dell desktop computer using the Lab View 6.0 software. The Lab View block diagram 
and the LabView front panel are shown in Fig. 2.8. The software begins displaying 
the data once the start timer is activated. The displayed data can then be either 
recorded on a text file or discarded by using the "save to file" button. The data 
displayed is written to a text file every 60 seconds when the "save to file" button is 
clicked. In the case of the pressure transducer, the software converts the voltage to 
an equivalent pressure drop using the linear calibration formula as obtained earlier. 
The software also records the four thermocouple readings. It used the silicon base, 
TC2 and the TC3 thermocouple data to calculate the heat flux values using the 
Fourier's law as explained in the previous section. The average heat flux was then 
obtained from the three heat flux values. The heat flux from the heater is also 
displayed using the software though we do not use it for any calculation purposes. 
In addition we also monitored the temperature of the ceramic heater through a 
thermocouple connected to a multimeter so as to ensure that the heater was within 
the operational temperature range. 
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a) 
b) 
Figure 2.8: Lab View diagrams a) Block b) Front panel. 
2.4. Data reduction and uncertainty 
Uncertainties in measured quantities are 6% for the rotameter, 0.1 oc for the 
thermocouples and 7% for the pressure transducer. The heat loss was determined 
using computational modeling for the no MWNTs devices at different flow rates 
(Appendix C). The heat loss values obtained were then used to adjust the measured 
heat flux thus giving the heat flux applied to the base for the fully covered MWNTs 
devices and the 6 x 12 MWNTs device. The uncertainty (Appendix D) associated 
with the heat flux applied to the base was in the range of 3.6 - 17%, the uncertainties 
being higher at lower heat fluxes. 
2.5. Results 
2.5.1. Pressure drop analysis 
The measured pressure drop measures not only the pressure drop across the 
channel but also includes the pressure drop across the norprene tubing, the inlet 
and outlet manifolds and the pressure drop due to contraction and expansion as the 
water enters through different tubing sizes as shown in Fig. 2.9. 
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Figure 2.9: Pressure drop schematic 
Therefore, the predicted pressure drop was determined by 
~Outlet 
• • 
(2.2) 
where Mm and 11P, are the pressure drops across the manifolds and the norprene 
tubing. They are expressed using the Darcy Weisbach equation, 
(2.3) 
and 
(2.4) 
where Urn and Un are the fluid velocities in the manifold and norprene tubing and p 
is the density of water. 
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M, is the pressure drop due to contraction as the water flows from the large 
norprene tubing into the inlet manifold tubing and ~is the pressure drop due to 
expansion as the water flows from the outlet manifold into the norprene tubing. 
They are expressed as [26] 
(2.5) 
and 
(2.6) 
The loss coefficients due to contraction (kc) and expansion (ke) are taken as 
unity. M,h is the pressure drop across the minichannel and is determined through 
computational modeling. Table 2.1 shows the values of the measured pressure drop 
and the predicted measure drop for single phase. We observe that the predicted 
pressure drop values and the measured pressure drop values are in good agreement 
with each other. The difference in two values was found to be within the 
measurement uncertainty calculated for the pressure transducer. For both flow 
rates, the fully covered MWNTs device caused higher pressure drops when 
compared to the no MWNTs device and 6 x 12 MWNT bundles devices. 
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Table 2.1: Single phase experimental and predicted pressure drops for the three devices. 
Pressure drop (kPa) 
Flow rate Device 
(mlfmin) 
Predicted Measured 
40 NoMWNTs 2.76 2.66 
Fully covered MWNTs 2.85 2.86 
6 x 12 MWNT bundles 2.78 2.76 
80 NoMWNTs 7.53 7.9 
Fully covered MWNTs 7.75 9.0 
6 x 12 MWNT bundles 7.56 8.05 
2.5.2. Heat transfer analysis 
The experimental and modeling results of the heat flux applied to the base 
versus the silicon base temperature for the three different devices are shown in 
Fig. 2.10. The CFD modeling results for the no MWNTs device are omitted since they 
have been used to calculate the heat loss values. The experimental results are an 
average plotted over 2 different runs for 40 mlfmin and 80 mljmin volumetric flow 
rates. The plot shows the experimental results for both the single phase and boiling 
regimes. Since the modeling software was limited to single phase flows, the 
modeling results do not include the boiling regime. As clearly seen from the graphs, 
the devices with MWNTs perform much better than the device with no MWNTs in 
both regimes. It is seen that higher volumetric flow rates for each device results in 
higher heat transfer which means that a higher heat flux can be applied to the base 
while still keeping the silicon base temperature at a certain value. Table 2.2 provides 
the minimum heat fluxes for the different devices beyond which visible boiling 
starts to occur. For the 6 x 12 MWNT bundles device and the fully covered MWNTs 
device, surface area is much higher than the device with no MWNTs therefore more 
heat is removed. The system takes longer to reach the saturation temperature 
providing a higher heat flux before nucleation. No visible boiling was observed in 
the case of no MWNTs device. 
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Table 2.2: Heat flux data denoting the transition point from single phase to boiling. 
Device 
6 X 12 
MWNT 
bundles 
Fully 
covered 
MWNTs 
Flow rate 
(mlfmin) 
80 
40 
80 
40 
Heat flux 
(Wfcm2) 
19.79 
18.93 
18.57 
17.25 
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Figure 2.10: Experimental and modeling results of heat flux applied to the base at 
different silicon base temperatures for: (a) 40 ml/min (b) 80 ml/min. 
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Fig. 2.11 shows the measured and predicted water temperature rise using the 
energy balance equation. 
(2.7) 
We have only considered heat flux ranges that keep the water in single phase. For 
both 40 mljmin and 80 mljmin, the measured water temperature rise and the 
predicted water temperature rise are reasonably close proving the validity of our 
heat loss calculations. As seen from Fig. 2.10, in the single phase regime, the devices 
with MWNTs perform much better. For a volumetric flow of 40 mljmin, one can 
apply only 6 W jcm2 using no MWNTs device compared to 10 W jcm2 using fully 
covered MWNTs device and 14 W jcm2 using 6 x 12 MWNT bundles device while 
keeping the silicon base temperature at 70 oc. Using 80 mljmin flow rate and the 
same base temperature one can apply higher heat fluxes of 8 W jcm2, 15 W jcm2, 18 
W jcm2 using no MWNTs device, fully covered MWNTs device and 6 x 12 MWNT 
bundles device, respectively. For the fully covered MWNTs device, the decrease in 
hydraulic diameter, as seen from the increase in pressure drop, is the major factor 
for heat transfer enhancement. In the case of 6 x 12 MWNT bundles device, the 
enhancement could be due to a number of factors - predominantly it is due to the 
increase in surface area due to the bundles and also due to the decrease in hydraulic 
diameter as evident from the slight increase in the pressure drop. In addition to 
these factors, at higher temperatures there is significant wetting of the nanotubes by 
water [SO] that might lead to increased heat transfer and is explained in detail later 
in the paper. 
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Figure 2.11: Measured water temperature rise and the predicted water temperature 
rise using energy balance for; (a) 40 ml/min (b) 80 ml/min. 
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The difference between the modeling results and the experimental results for 
fully covered MWNTs device for both 40 mljmin and 80 mljmin is significant as 
evident through Fig. 2.10. The measured pressure drop and the predicted pressure 
drop are in agreement therefore we cannot attribute this to the difference in 
hydraulic diameters. There are other factors that cause the significant difference in 
the modeling and experimental results. One of the main reasons could be that the 
model considers the fully covered MWNTs area as a solid block, whereas in reality, 
the fully covered MWNTs area has numerous hydrophilic MWNTs intertwined and 
entangled with nanoscale pores in between them allowing water to penetrate 
through the MWNTs. To illustrate further, the heat transfer coefficient obtained 
through modeling for 40 mljmin and 80 ml/min are 1649 W fm2.K and 2327 
W fm 2.K. Using the heat transfer coefficients we can find the corresponding surface 
area available for heat transfer in experiments using Newton's law of cooling, 
A = --=Q::..___ 
h(Tw- T;,) (2.8) 
where T w is the base temperature, Tb is the bulk fluid temperature, Q is heat 
supplied to the base and h is the heat transfer coefficient. For 40 mlfmin using an 
experimental heat flux of 13.9510 W jcm2 and a bulk fluid temperature of 32.17 oc, 
the surface area obtained was 36 o/o higher than the modeling surface area and for 
80 mljmin using an experimental heat flux of 15.32 W fcm 2 and a bulk fluid 
temperature of 27.21 oc, the surface area obtained was 32 o/o higher than the 
modeling surface area. This ties in well with the amount of water absorbed by the 
carbon nanotubes versus the fluid temperature reported in [SO]. It is also clear that 
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as the fluid temperature rises, there is increased wetting of the MWNTs which could 
lead to increased heat transfer. In the case of 6 x 12 MWNT bundles device the 
region occupied by MWNTs is much less than the fully covered MWNTs device and 
any increase in wetting would not cause a substantial increase in heat transfer. 
Therefore, the modeling results and the experimental results for both 40 mlfmin 
and 80 mljmin are in reasonable agreement. 
The three devices can be considered to be as heat sinks and one of the 
primary parameters to characterize a heat sink is its thermal resistance. The 
thermal resistance (Rtot) is given by [15] 
R = Tw -J;n 
tot Q (2.9) 
where Q is the heat applied to the base, T w is the base temperature and Tin is the 
inlet water temperature. 
Fig. 2.12 gives the total thermal resistance for the 3 different devices at two 
different flow rates. Clearly, as the flow rate increases from 40 mlfmin to 80 mlfmin 
the total thermal resistance decreases due to increased convective heat transfer. For 
a particular flow rate, the fully covered MWNTs device had total thermal resistance 
that was 45% less when compared to the no MWNTs device. However, the fully 
covered MWNTs device did have a higher pressure drop. Similarly for the 6 x 12 
MWNT bundles device, we obtained 57% decrease in the total thermal resistance 
when compared to a no MWNTs device. The pressure drop in this case was slightly 
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higher than the no MWNTs device. It is clearly seen that devices with MWNTs have a 
much lower thermal resistance when compared to the no MWNTs device. 
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Figure 2.12: Total thermal resistance values for the three devices at two different flow 
rates. 
Chapter 3 
Non Fourier 3Cil method for thermal 
conductivity measurement of thin 
films with embedded carbon 
nanotubes 
The present chapter describes the 3-omega method for thermal conductivity 
measurement. Mathematical expressions for thermal conductivity using the 
hyperbolic heat conduction equation and the Fourier equation are derived for a 
Fourier boundary condition at the heat source. Mathematical conditions when non 
Fourier effects cannot be neglected are derived. Results are presented based on 
parameterized thermophysical properties. The hyperbolic heat conduction model is 
validated by comparing with the experimental results obtained by Cahill [20]. The 
hyperbolic heat conduction model is not only applied to a thin CNT composite film 
but is also applied to a biological material like bologna meat. 
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3.1. Background 
The 3 m method was originally developed to measure the thermal 
conductivity of dielectric solids [20]. It uses a thin metallic film that is deposited on 
the sample that acts as a heat source and thermometer. The metallic film is 
subjected to Joule heating and the governing Fourier equation is used to derive an 
integral for the steady state temperature oscillations arising in the sample due to a 
finite heater width. An approximate solution of this integral depicts a linear 
relationship between the heater frequency and the temperature oscillations thus 
providing a method for measuring the thermal conductivity of the sample. Lee et al 
[51] numerically integrated the integral in order to derive an expression for 
calculating the heat capacity of the sample. Subsequently the solution was extended 
to determine the thermal conductivity of thin dielectric films [52-54]. Raudzis et al 
[55] and Ahmed et al [56] have increased the heater frequencies well into the KHz 
and MHz regions making it possible to measure the thermal conductivity of thinner 
films than earlier possible. Recently, the method has also been used to measure the 
thermal conductivity of soft conductive substrates like polyaniline [57], CNTs [58] 
and thermoelectric materials [59]. The conventional 3m method has a drawback 
that the method can be applied to determine the thin film conductivity only if the 
substrate and the thin film-substrate interface properties are known. 
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Fourier's law assumes that heat conduction occurs at infinite speed. While 
this works well in the macroscopic regime, this law breaks down at short time 
scales. Cattaneo [60] and Vernotte [61] modified the Fourier's heat conduction 
equation to incorporate the finite heat conduction speed by introducing a thermal 
relaxation time. The resulting equation is a hyperbolic heat conduction equation 
(HHCE) depicting the wave nature of heat. Joseph and Preziosi [21] provide an 
excellent review of the propagation of heat waves. The transient heat conduction 
through thin films has been studied using the application of the HHCE [62-64]. With 
regard to the application of HHCE to biological materials some authors [65, 66] have 
questioned its validity while others [67-70] have suggested that non Fourier effects 
exist and the heat conduction is primarily governed by HHCE. 
Both Fourier's law and HHCE can be derived from the Boltzmann transport 
equation (BTE) by making certain assumptions. BTE describes the time evolution of 
a classical mechanical system in non equilibrium. It is more general in application 
than Fourier's law and HHCE. It is applicable across all heat transfer regimes 
including very short time and length scales where Fourier's law and HHCE are not 
valid. HHCE is derived from BTE by assuming local equilibrium and an average 
relaxation time. However, the solutions to HHCE have shown sharp wavefronts [71] 
that have invalidated these assumptions. In addition, HHCE also gives physically 
unreasonable results like negative absolute temperatures [72] and negative entropy 
generation violating the second law of thermodynamics [73]. Jou et al [74] later 
suggested that for non equilibrium thermodynamics phenomenon like hyperbolic 
heat conduction, the entropy generation is dependent on heat flux in addition to 
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classical thermodynamic variables thus resulting in positive entropy generation, 
justifying the validity of HHCE. 
3.2. Physical model 
-fA' 
Sample 
.a) 
2b 
Metal Una 
X 
Sample 
b) 
Figure 3.1: Schematic view of sample with the metal line a) 3 D view b) 2D view along 
section AA'. 
Fig. 3.1 shows the schematic view of the sample on which a thin metallic film 
that acts as a heater /thermometer is deposited. The figure is not drawn to scale and 
the sample thickness (semi infinite) is considered to be much larger than the metal 
line thickness and the edge effects are neglected. We assume that the sample 
thermal diffusivity (a) is known. The coordinate system is as shown in the figure 
with y being perpendicular to the surface of the sample, x being along the plane of 
the sample and the z axis being along the length of the metal line. The metal line has 
a length I and the width of the metal line is 2b. The quantity b is the half width of the 
metal line and is an important physical parameter in the analysis. The thickness of 
the metal line is assumed to be negligible and is not considered in the analysis. 
Though we are assuming a non conductive sample for our analysis we can consider 
a conductive sample by depositing a very thin passivation layer between the metal 
line and the sample. 
3.3. Thermal model 
The joule heating (P) produced by the alternating current at m frequency in 
the metal line results in temperature oscillations at 2m frequency in the sample. 
Since we are assuming a semi-infinite sample we can safely say that at sufficiently 
far away from the metal line, the temperature oscillations die down to the initial 
temperature v;. We present a thermal model that considers the temperature 
oscillations travelling into the sample governed by Fourier equation and HHCE. In 
addition we also consider the boundary condition at the metal line to be a Fourier 
boundary condition where we first assume the metal line to be a line source and 
that all the heat is instantaneously deposited into the sample without any time lag. 
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After solving governing equation for a line source boundary condition we then 
consider the finite width of metal line and then modify the solution accordingly. 
3.3.1 Hyperbolic heat conduction equation 
The radial flow of heat from the thin metallic film into the sample with sets 
up temperature oscillations ( v) which can be expressed by the following HHCE. 
(3.1) 
The boundary conditions are given by 
8v Pei2ra 
Lim r-=---
r-40 Or trkf (3.2a) 
v(r = oo, t > 0) = V; (3.2b) 
v(r,t=O)="j (3.2c) 
Using T = v-v;, Eqs. (3.1)-(3.4) become 
(3.3) 
BT Pei2ra 
Lim r-=---
r-40 Or 1rkf (3.4a) 
T(r=oo,t >0) =0 (3.4b) 
T(r,t = 0) = 0 (3.4c) 
The general solution of the steady periodic temperature oscillations at a distance r 
from the center line of the metal heater can be separated into a position component 
( f..T(r)) and a time component ( ei2mt) as shown below 
T(r,t) =t:J'(r)ei2m (3.5) 
Using Eq. (3.5), we can solve (Appendix E.l) the Eq. (3.3) subject to the boundary 
conditions given by Eqs. (3.4) to determine the amplitude of the steady state 
temperature oscillations in terms of modified bessel function (Ko) at a distance r in 
the sample. 
with 
p 
f..T(r) = -K0 (qr) 
Trkl 
q = i~OJ- 4::2 ( Jl/2 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
The magnitude of complex quantity 1/q gives the hyperbolic thermal wavelength of 
the thermal wave. It is a quantity that provides a means of knowing how far the 
oscillations have penetrated into the sample. 
Since we are considering only the surface oscillations, we take y = 0 and Eq. 
(3.7) becomes 
p 
f..T(x) = -K0 (qx) 
Trkl 
(3.8) 
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Eq. (3.7) is similar to the one obtained by Cahill [20] and accordingly the amplitude 
of temperature oscillations measured by a heater of finite width is obtained 
(Appendix F.1) as 
(3.9) 
For the condition where the hyperbolic thermal wavelength is much larger than the 
heater half width, lqbl D 1, the integral can approximated by the expression 
(3.10) 
Eq. (3.10) can now be solved easily using standard integral transforms (Appendix 
G.1) to obtain the real and imaginary parts of the temperature oscillations 
tJ = Re ( M) + i Im( 1:1T) (3.11) 
where, 
Re 1:1T =- -ln 1+m +n --lnm--ln 4r m +1 --ln-( ) p [ 1 (( )2 2) 1 1 ( 2 2 ) 1 4b4] 
trkl 2 2 4 4 a 2 
(3.12) 
Im(1:1T)=~[i(tan-1 (-n )-!tan-1(_1 )J] 
trkl 1 +m 2 -2rm 
(3.13) 
and, 
(3.14) 
wb2 
n=-- (3.15) 
am 
Re( ~T) represents the in-phase oscillations and Im( ~T) represents the out-of-
phase oscillations. The tan -I in the above formulation represents the inverse tangent 
function. 
From Eq. (3.12), we can consider two sets of conditions one in which non 
Fourier effects can be neglected and one in which non Fourier effects cannot be 
neglected. The first condition is given by, 
wb2 1 1 
--D and rw <-
a 4 2 
Consequently, m ~ 1 and n D _!, reducing Eq. (3.12) to 
4 
p [ 1 1 4b4 ] Re( ~T) =- ln ( 2)- -ln w--ln-
:rkl 2 4 a 2 
(3.16) 
(3.17) 
We see that the in-phase oscillations are linearly dependent on the log of the heater 
frequency and hence can be used to determine the thermal conductivity of the 
sample. This expression is similar to the one obtained by Lee et al [51] and is 
applicable in scenarios when non Fourier effects can be neglected. 
k = _ _ P_ --,----d-'-( ln_w-'--).,--,-
2:rkl d(Re(~T)) (3.18) 
so 
The second condition is given by 
mli 1 1 2b2 1 
-D and r-m>- and ~D 
a 4 2 a 4 
(3.19) 
1 Consequently m::::: 1 and n D -, Eq. (3.12) reduces to 
4 
p [ 1 ( 2) 1 4b4] Re(ilT)=- In(2)-lnm--ln 4r- --In-
:rkl 4 4 a 2 
(3.20) 
Eq. (3.20) can be used to find the thermal conductivity of the sample when the non 
Fourier effects cannot be neglected however in this case we see that the expression 
for thermal conductivity differs from Eq. (3.18). 
3.3.2 Fourier equation 
k=-~ d(Inm) 
:rl d(Re(ilT)) (3.21) 
Based on the physical model in Section 3.2, the temperature oscillations 
travelling into the sample can be expressed by the following Fourier equation in 
cylindrical coordinates. 
(3.22) 
The above equation is subject to the following boundary conditions. 
8v Pe;zra 
Lim r-=---
r-40 Or :rkl (3.23a) 
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v(r =oo,t >0) =vi (3.23b) 
v(r,t =0) =1-f (3.23c) 
Using T = v-vi, Eqs. (3.22)-(3.23) become 
(3.24) 
BT Pei2ax 
Lim r-=---
r---XJ Br :TrkJ (3.25a) 
T(r=oo,t >0) =0 (3.25b) 
T(r,t=O)=O (3.25c) 
The general solution of the steady periodic temperature oscillations at a distance r 
from the center line of the metal heater is given by 
T(r,t) =M'(r)ei2ax (3.26) 
Eqs. (3.24) and (3.25) can now be solved (Appendix E.2) to determine the amplitude 
of the steady periodic temperature oscillations at a distance r in the sample. 
(3.27) 
with 
= (i2m) 112 ql-
. a 
(3.28) 
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The magnitude of complex quantity 1/qr gives the Fourier thermal wavelength of 
the thermal wave. As explained in Section 3.3.1 it provides a means of determining 
how far the thermal wave has penetrated into the sample. In general the Fourier 
thermal wavelength and the hyperbolic thermal wavelength would be similar in the 
macroscale but when we get into smaller and smaller sample sizes these two 
quantities will differ. 
Considering only the surface oscillations withy= 0, we get 
(3.29) 
Eq. (3.29) can be modified to include the finite width of the heater (Appendix F.2) to 
give amplitude of temperature oscillations measured by the heater 
(3.30) 
For the condition, lq1bl D 1, the integral can approximated by the expression 
p lib 1 
f!.T=- J dz 
trkl 0 (z2 +q/Y12 (3.31) 
Eq. (3.31) can now be solved (Appendix G.2) to obtain the real and imaginary parts of 
the temperature oscillations 
tJ = Re ( f).T) + i Im( !).T) (3.32) 
where, 
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Re 11T =- -In 1+m +n --Inm--In-( ) p [ 1 (( )2 2) 1 1 4b4] 
trkl 2 2 4 a 2 (3.33) 
Im{11T)=~[i(tan-'(-n )- "]] 
trkl 1+m 4 
(3.34) 
and, 
(3.35) 
wb2 
n=- (3.36) 
am 
Re( 11.T) represents the in-phase oscillations and Im{ 11.T) represents the out-of-
wb 2 1 phase oscillations. It is evident that for the condition - D - the Eq. (3.33) 
a 4 
reduces to 
Re(11.T) =- 1n{2)--1nw--ln-p [ 1 1 4b4 ] 
7rk/ 2 4 a 2 
(3.37) 
The Eq. (3.37) is assumed to be valid across both the Fourier and non Fourier 
regimes unlike the scenario considered with the hyperbolic heat conduction 
equation. We see that the in-phase oscillations are linearly dependent on the log of 
the heater frequency and hence can be used to determine the thermal conductivity 
of the sample. 
k = __ P_ --;-d_,_( 1--,n_w-<....,) ""7" 
21rkl d ( Re ( 11.T)) (3.38) 
3.4. Thermophysical data 
The relaxation time and the thermal diffusivity constitute some of the 
important thermophysical data required in our analysis. The thermal diffusivity 
values are readily available in literature however the relaxation time needs to be 
calculated or experimentally determined. The definition of the relaxation time ( r ) 
varies for homogeneous and nonhomogeneous materials. For homogeneous 
materials it is the time lag between when the temperature gradient is applied and 
when the heat flow commences. For nonhomogeneous materials, it is the time 
required to accumulate the energy required to propagate it to next element [67]. 
Tentatively, the relaxation time can give a reasonable idea as to when one can 
neglect non Fourier effects and when one cannot. 
For homogeneous materials like dielectrics, the heat transfer is 
predominantly through phonons. The phonon relaxation time can be calculated 
using the thermal diffusivity (a) and speed of sound in the material ( cs) [75]. 
3a 
r=-2 
cs 
(3.39) 
However, for nonhomogeneous materials like biological tissues there is no 
mathematical expression available for calculating the relaxation time and one has to 
resort to experimental methods to determine its value. Table 3.1 lists the 
thermophysical data for dielectrics at low temperatures (100 K) and room 
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Table 3.1: Thermophysical data and the relaxation time used for dielectrics and tissues. 
Material Temp k (%x) p (k%3) cP (~g.K) a (m/s) cs ('%) 't (s) (K) 
CVDDiamond 100 4000 3.51 *103 0.2*102 5.56*10-2 18000 5.14*10-10 
Boron Nitride (cubic) 100 1300 3.4*103 0.04*103 9.56*10-3 14000 1.46*10-10 
Silicon Carbide 100 400 3.31 *103 0.3*103 4.02*104 11820 8.65*10-12 
Pyrex 100 0.6 9.0*10-7 5900 7.75*10-14 
CVDDiamond 300 2000 3.4*103 0.52* 103 1.14*10-3 18000 1.06*10-11 
Boron Nitride (cubic) 300 1300 3.4*103 0.63*103 6.11 *10-4 14000 9.36*10-12 
Silicon Carbide 300 200 3.31*1*103 103 6.04*10-5 11820 1.29*10-12 
Pyrex 300 1 7.0*10-7 5900 6.60*10-14 
Silicon dioxide 300 1.35 8.3*10-7 5900 7.15*10-14 
Bologna meat 300 0.8 1.4*10-7 16 
--
L__ --
-- -- ----· --- - ----
Taken from Refs. [68, 76-81] 
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temperature including the relaxation times calculated using Eq. (3.39). We see that 
there is a dependency of the relaxation time on the thermal diffusivity. As the 
thermal diffusivity increases, the relaxation time also proportionally increases. 
Infact this can be used to parameterize the thermophysical data for dielectrics. The 
room temperature values of the thermophysical data for bologna meat are also 
provided. 
In 3 m method, the size of the dielectric film and its thermal diffusivity 
determines the heater frequency. For sub micron thin films like CVD diamond and 
CNTs that have high thermal diffusivity, we need to use heater frequencies in the 
MHz regime. The period of resulting temperature oscillations in the film is 
comparable to the phonon relaxation time making the consideration of non Fourier 
effects important. The phonon relaxation time is temperature dependent. For 
dielectrics it is as high as 10-10 sees at 100 K and decreases as the temperature 
increases. Therefore non Fourier effects will play an important role in dielectric 
films with high thermal diffusivity at low temperatures where the phonon 
relaxation time is high. Similarly in the case of biological materials like bologna meat 
that have relaxation time in tens of seconds at room temperature, we can assume 
that one will have to consider non Fourier effects while calculating the thermal 
conductivity. 
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3.5. Results 
A matlab code was written to integrate Eq. (3.9) and Eq. (3.30) for different 
thermophysical parameters available through Table 1. Fig. 3.2 shows the in-phase 
temperature oscillations for three different sets of mbla. For all the three sets, 
rm2b% o 1/4. We see that beyond the rw =1/2 line the HHCE solution differs 
significantly from the Fourier solution, in agreement with the conditions formulated 
I fourier region 1 non fourier region 
······················!····································.A· 
-HHCE : /~ 
....... fourier 1 I wb2 fa= 10- 6rad. I I 
..................... I···································A· 
I /-I I I wb2 fa= 10-4 rad. 
2.5 
2 
-~ 
-
..... 
<:l 1.5 
I 
1 I 
····················I·····································A· 
: ;NT 
1 wb2 fa = 10- 2rad. ~ 
I 
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 
m1: (rad.) 
Figure 3.2: In-phase temperature oscillations measured using Eq. (3.9) and Eq. (3.30). 
The vertical dotted line at rw=l/2 acts as a demarcation for Fourier and non Fourier 
effects when using hyperbolic heat conduction equation. 
by Eq. (3.16) and Eq. (3.19). As mentioned previously the thermal diffusivity and the 
relaxation time for dielectrics are related and can be parameterized into four cases: 
case 1---+ a= 10-1 m;;: T = 10-9 s, 
case 2---+ a= 10-2 m;;: T = 10-10 s, 
case 3---+ a= 10-3 m/s: T = 10-11 s, 
case 4---+ a= 10--{j m;;: T = 10-13 s 
These four cases span the data from CVD Diamond to Pyrex for different 
temperatures. Fig. 3.3 shows the in-phase temperature oscillations obtained by 
solving Eq. (3.9) and Eq. (3.30) using a metal line half-width of lJLm for the different 
cases and we limit the frequency to the MHz regime. The frequency cutoff for each 
case is determined by the lqbl <I condition which limits the frequency to 793 MHz, 
625 MHz and 79 MHz respectively. The cutoff frequency for case 4 is below MHz so 
its results have not been shown in Fig 3.2. In any case for values of thermal 
diffusivity and relaxation time lesser than those of case 3, the Fourier and HHCE 
solutions will not differ. For all the cases the condition 
For high thermal diffusivity and high relaxation time, cases 1 and 2, we 
observe a marked difference between the solutions obtained by using Fourier and 
HHCE. The error in the solutions predicted can be as high as 150% for case 1 as 
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shown in Fig. 3.4. The error value is the percentage deviation of the Fourier solution 
from the HHCE solution. 
( 1:1T . -1:1T. J %Error = founer HHCE 1 OO % 
/:1THHCE 
1.8.-~~~~~,-~~~~~--~~~~~ 
-
1.6 
1.4 
1.2 
~ 1 
-1--
<:1 0.8 
0.6 
0.4 
0.2 
'•, 
a = 10- 3 m2 / s} '1 = 10- 11 s 
HHCE 
fourier 
'•, 
··. 
'•, 
··. 
o~--~~~~~--~--~~~~--~~~~~~ 
1 06 1 07 1 08 1 09 
Heater frequency (Hz) 
(3.40) 
Figure 3.3: In-phase temperature oscillations measured using b = 1 J.Lm • The 3 cases are 
based on the parameterization of Table 1 values for thermal diffusivity and relaxation 
time. Non Fourier effects are clearly evident for cases 1 and 2. 
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Figure 3.4: Percentage error calculated using Eq. (3.40). Only cases 1 and 2 are only 
displayed since for case 3 the Fourier and HHCE solutions do not differ. 
Fig. 3.5 shows the temperature oscillations measured on semi-infinite sample of a-
SiOz at 300 K. Heater width of 40 Jim and the thermo physical parameters available 
from Table 1 were used. In order to satisfy the condition lqbl < 1, we need to apply 
moderate frequencies much below the MHz regime. As a result rw < 1/2 thus falling 
into the Fourier regime of Fig. 3.2. Using Fig. 3.3 based on the combination of 
a, r and OJ, the resulting solutions obtained by Fourier and HCCE will have to be 
similar. We see that the result obtained is similar to the one obtained by Cahill [20]. 
4.---------------------------------~ 
3.5 
3 
_2.5 
::.:::: 
-1- 2 
<l 1 .5 
- HHCE 
....... fourier 
1 out-of-phase 
0.5 
101 102 
Heater frequency (Hz) 
Figure 3.5: Temperature oscillations measured for a-Si02 using b = 40,u mat 300 K. 
Thermophysical parameters and relaxation time are obtained from Table 3.1. Non Fourier 
effects can be neglected since rw < 112 also evident from the similar solutions obtained 
by Fourier and HHCE. The results are comparable to those obtained by Cahill [20]. 
The 3m method can be applied to measure the thermal conductivity of thin films 
provided that the following condition is satisfied. 
b D .!_ D film thickness 
q 
(3.41) 
Physically this means that the thermal wave does not reach the other side of the film 
and thus the surface losses at the other end do not come into picture. Fig 3.6 shows 
the temperature oscillations measured on a 5Jlm thin CNT composite film (we use 
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properties of diamond since the CNT thin film properties are not known) at 100 K 
using a heater width of 1J..Lm. In order to satisfy Eq. (3.41), we will have to use a 
frequency range 100-110 MHz. At these frequencies, rm > 1 I 2 and according to Fig. 
3.2 the non Fourier effects cannot be neglected. As the heater frequency gets higher, 
the period of the heat generated by the heater is in the regime of the relaxation time 
leading to a phase lag between the heat generated and the temperature oscillations 
thus resulting in a decrease in the magnitude of the in -phase oscillations and an 
increase in the magnitude of the out-of-phase oscillations. Clearly, Eq. (3.21) needs 
Hyberbolic thermal wavelength (microns) 
20 10 5 2 4.5~~~~~~----~~~-r~~---T--~ 
4 
3.5 
- 3 ~ 
;:- 2.5 
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···· .. / I ·· .. , ·· . . , 
··, 
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~-...:...........~~ ... ':":":": ... . -:':7 ... :77'7 .. ..~ .... ~ ....................... ' .. ' ...... ' .. '' .. 
0.5.6 7 8 
10 10 10 
Heater frequency (Hz) 
Figure 3.6: Temperature oscillations measured on a 5J..Lm thin CNT composite film at 
1 00 K using b = 1 J1 m . 
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to be used to calculate the thermal conductivity and using Eq. (3.38) in this case will 
lead to a 50 o/o underestimation of thermal conductivity. 
In the case of biological tissues the lack of relaxation time data has curtailed 
our efforts to parameterize the results. Biological tissue is essentially a soft material 
that is electrically conductive. We believe that coating the tissue with an insulator 
like a-SiOz and then depositing the metal on the insulator, one can measure the 
thermal conductivity of biological tissues [57]. Fig. 3.7 shows the results obtained 
for bologna meat considered to be a semi-infinite substrate at 300 K using a heater 
width of 5 pm. To calculate the thermal conductivity we use a frequency range of 
0.1-0.5 Hz. The relaxation time of bologna meat is high (16 sees) and the 
measurements falls in the rm > 1 I 2 region where non Fourier effects cannot be 
neglected. We see a large difference between the solutions obtained by Fourier and 
HHCE. Again as for thin dielectric films we see that we need to use Eq. (3.38) to 
obtain the correct thermal conductivity value. 
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Figure 3.7: Temperature oscillations measured on bologna meat using b = 5JLm at 300 K. 
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Chapter 4 
Effect of non Fourier boundary 
condition on the 3 omega method 
This chapter focuses on the effect of non Fourier boundary condition on the 
3-omega method for measuring the thermal conductivity of thin films using 
hyperbolic heat conduction equation and Fourier equation. In the previous chapter 
we assumed the boundary condition at the heat source to be the Fourier boundary 
condition, whereas in this chapter we consider the heat source to be subjected to a 
non Fourier boundary condition. From the analysis it was observed that for thin 
films, neglecting the non Fourier boundary condition when using the Fourier 
equation leads to 80 o/o error in the temperature oscillations. The error increases to 
85 o/o by not incorporating the non Fourier boundary condition and the hyperbolic 
heat conduction equation. The solution of Fourier equation with Fourier boundary 
condition underestimates the thermal conductivity and the solution of Fourier 
boundary condition with the hyperbolic heat conduction equation overestimates it. 
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The solution of the non Fourier boundary condition with the hyperbolic heat 
conduction equation gives the most accurate thermal conductivity expression. In 
addition to thermal conductivity value, the analysis also provides a method of 
determining the relaxation time. The relaxation time is of fundamental importance 
and it has been theoretically determined to be in the order of microseconds to 
picoseconds for metals, superconductors and semiconductors [82]. Various authors 
have suggested photothermal [83] and electrical techniques [84, 85] to determine 
the relaxation time. Both techniques are at a disadvantage because excitation and 
measurements must be done separately. In addition the suggested photothermal 
technique works only when the interface thermal resistance of the layers is 
negligible. Based on our analysis, we can extend the non Fourier thermal 
conductivity method to experimentally determine the thermal relaxation time. 
4.1. Derivation of non Fourier boundary condition 
The non Fourier boundary condition is derived by taking into consideration a 
similar physical model as shown in the previous chapter (Fig. 3.1). The heat source 
is considered as a line source meaning all the heat is deposited at r = 0. The finite 
width of the heat source will be incorporated at a later stage in the analysis. The 
heat from the heat source travels into the sample symmetrically across z and the 
azimuthal coordinate (<I>) thus the 1D Cattaneo equation (similar to the Eq. A.25) is 
given by 
8q 8v T-+q=-k-
Ot 8r 
(4.1) 
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Assuming that there is no convection or radiation losses and that all the heat from 
the heat source goes into the sample, we see that the area (A) through with the heat 
travels into the sample is dependent on the distance r from the heat source and it is 
given by, 
A=m-l (4.2) 
where I is the length of the heat source. 
Considering that the heat rate (Q) is the product of heat flux (q) times the area (A), 
using Eq. (4.2) in Eq. (4.1) yields 
aQ av 
r-+Q=-k1crl-
8t ax 
(4.3) 
Since the metal line is subject to joule heating with power (P) and oscillatory 
frequency 2w, therefore at r = 0 
Q=Pei2mt (4.4) 
Using Eq. ( 4.4) in Eq. ( 4.3) yields the non Fourier boundary condition at the heat 
source (i.e. as r tends to 0) 
8T Pe;zmt 
Lim,-+0r- = ---( 1 + i2mr) ar JCkl (4.5) 
4.2. Physical model 
We consider a non Fourier boundary condition at the surface and solve for 
the temperature oscillations by considering first the hyperbolic heat conduction 
governing equation and then the Fourier governing equation. 
4.2.1. Hyperbolic heat conduction equation 
The radial flow of heat from the thin metallic film into the sample can be 
expressed by the following HHCE. 
The boundary conditions are given by 
v(r = oo, t > 0) =vi 
v(r,t=O)=~ 
Using T=v-v;, Eqs. (4.6)-(4.9) become 
oT Peizwt 
limr_,or- = ---( 1 + i2wr) 
or trkl 
T(r=oo,t>O)=O 
T(r,t = 0) = 0 
(4.6) 
(4.7) 
(4.8) 
(4.9) 
(4.10) 
(4.11) 
(4.12) 
(4.13) 
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We proceed with the analysis as in the previous chapter to obtain the steady 
periodic temperature oscillations (Appendix E.3 and F.3) measured by the metal 
heater 
P . )"'J sin2 (zb) I:!..T = -(1+z2wr 2 2 2 112 dz 
trkl 0 (zb) (z +q ) 
(4.14) 
where 
q = i~co _ 4';2 ( Jl/2 (4.15) 
Eq. (4.15) can be solved (Appendix G.3) to obtain 
!iT= Re( !iT)+ i Im( !iT) (4.16) 
and 
Re( llT) =~lin{ (1 + m )2 + nl) Inw In( 4r2w2 + 1) 11n 4b4- 2rw(tan-J (-n )-! tan-1 (-1-)J] ( 4.17) 
1rkl 2 2 4 4 a2 1+m 2 -2rw 
Im{lir) = P(2rw)rln({l +m)l +n2) Inw In( 4r2w2 + 1) _!In 4b24 +-1 (tan-] (-n )-!tan-] (-1-)J1 (4.18) 
1rkl 2 2 4 4 a 2rw 1 + m 2 -2rw 
where 
and 
wb2 
n=-
am 
(4.19) 
(4.20) 
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4.2.2. Fourier equation 
The radial flow of heat into the sample can be expressed using the following 
Fourier equation 
(4.21) 
The boundary conditions are given by Eqs. (4.7-4.9). We proceed according to the 
analysis in the previous section to obtain the steady state temperature oscillations 
(Appendix E.4 and F.4) by the heater 
p . ""s sin2 (zb) 1:1T = -(1 + z2mr) 2 2 2 112 dz 
trkl 0 (zb) (z +qf) 
(4.22) 
where 
(4.23) 
Eq. (4.22) can be solved (Appendix G.4) to obtain the in phase (Re(.1:1T)) and out of 
phase ( Im( 1:1T)) temperature oscillations 
.I:1T = Re ( .1:1T) + i Im( .I:1T) (4.24) 
Re(1:1T)=- ----ln--2-rm tan -- --p l1n((l+m)2 +n2 ) lnm 1 4b4 ( _ 1 ( n ) ")l 
trkl 2 2 4 a 2 1 + m 4 
(4.25) 
---ln-+- tan- -- -- (4.26) ln w 1 4b4 1 ( 1 ( n ) "Jl 
2 4 a 2 2r-w 1+m 4 
where 
and 
wb2 
n=--
am 
(4.27) 
(4.28) 
Table 4.1 provides the thermal conductivity formulas based on both the HHCE 
solution and the Fourier solution. It is evident that in the Fourier regime the 
solutions are same and hence similar expressions for thermal conductivity are 
obtained. This is similar to the one derived by Lee et al [51]. However, in the non 
Fourier regime the two solutions provide different formulas for the thermal 
conductivity. The physical model also provides us with a method of determining the 
relaxation time as will be explained later in this chapter. 
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Table 4.1: Thermal conductivity formulations based on the HHCE and the Fourier equation by considering non Fourier boundary 
condition. 
Governing 
Re( LiT) (0C) Regime Condition k (W/m.0C) 
Equations 
OJb2 [J _!_ HHCE 
Fourier a 4 p [ 1 1 4b4 ] 
p d(lnw) 
1 
- 1n(2)--1nw--ln-
2;r/ d (Re( LiT)) ;rkl 2 4 a 2 
and TOJ<- Fourier 2 
HHCE P [ in(4r') I 4b' I] - ~( d{lnll>)-trrd(ll>) l 
mb2 1 1 - ln(2)-Inm-----ln-+7l'rm--
Non -0- rm>-
Jl'kl 4 4 a2 2 JT! d(Re(t1T)) 
a 4 ' 2 
Fourier rm2b2 1 and --0-
a 4 Fourier ~ [ 1n ( 2) - ln OJ - _!_ ln 4b 4 + nrm l - _J't{lnll>)-trrd(ll>) l 
nkl 2 4 a 2 2 27l'l d(Re(t1T)) 
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4.3. Results 
A Matlab code was written to numerically integrate Eq. ( 4.14) and Eq. ( 4.22) 
for different thermophysical parameters. Based on the thermophysical parameters 
we parameterized the data into different combinations of thermal diffusivities and 
relaxation times (Table 3.1). Fig. 4.1 shows the magnitude of the in-phase 
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Figure 4.1: In-phase temperature oscillations measured using b = 1 pm . The solutions are 
based on the parameterized values of thermal diffusivity and relaxation time. 
temperature oscillations obtained using a metal line half-width of lpm for 
results for the Fourier boundary condition from the previous chapter are also 
plotted. The frequency cutoff for each case is determined by the !q1 b! < 1 condition or 
a maximum frequency of 800 MHz. For high thermal diffusivity and high relaxation 
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Figure 4.2: Percentage error between the solution obtained using Fourier equation with 
Fourier boundary condition and the solutions obtained with HHCE with Fourier 
boundary condition, Fourier with non Fourier boundary condition and HHCE with non 
Fourier boundary condition. 
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time, a= 10-1 mls: r = 10-9 s and a= 10-2 mfs: r = w-w s, we observed a significant 
difference between the solutions obtained by using Fourier boundary condition 
with Fourier equation and HHCE, and the solutions obtained using the non Fourier 
boundary condition with Fourier equation and HHCE. The error in the solutions 
predicted can be as high as 85% for HHCE with non Fourier boundary condition and 
80% for Fourier equation with non Fourier boundary condition as shown in Fig. 4.2. 
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Figure 4.3: Temperature oscillations measured on a lOpm thin CNT composite film at 
1 00 K using b = 1 f.1 m . 
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Though this is lower than the error for HHCE with Fourier boundary condition (160 
%), we believe that this is still significant. The error value is the percentage 
deviation of the solution of the Fourier equation with the Fourier boundary 
condition with the rest of the solutions. 
Fig. 4.3 shows the temperature oscillations measured on a IO.um thin CNT 
composite film at 100 K using a heater width of l.um. In order for the substrate 
effects to be avoided we need to make sure the thermal wavelength is much smaller 
than the film thickness thus entailing the use of high frequencies (>100 MHz). At 
these frequencies, rm > 112 and we see a significant difference in the solutions 
obtained by using Fourier boundary condition with Fourier equation and HHCE and 
the solution obtained by using non Fourier boundary condition. At high frequencies, 
the period of the heat generated by the heater is reasonably close to the relaxation 
time, therefore the non Fourier effects come into picture. As the temperature 
oscillations travel into the sample, the solutions obtained using Fourier boundary 
condition predict a higher damping of the oscillations than the solutions obtained 
using non Fourier boundary condition [86]. As the heater frequency increases 
further, the damping of amplitude predicted by using non Fourier boundary 
condition decreases thus causing the in-phase and out-of-phase components of the 
amplitude to curve upwards. It is evident that since we are measuring the 
temperature oscillations within a certain length of the film close to the metallic 
heater boundary, the incorporation of the non Fourier boundary condition into the 
Fourier equation and the HHCE would provide solutions that are qualitatively 
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similar. The thermal wavelength shown in the plot in this regime denotes a 
minimum thermal wavelength since under non Fourier effects the waves travel 
further due to less attenuation. Clearly, in such a scenario we need to use the 
thermal conductivity formulas as tabulated in the non Fourier regime in Table 4.1. 
The formula obtained using non Fourier boundary condition with HHCE will provide 
the most accurate value. 
The non Fourier boundary condition results have an interesting behavior 
where the in phase temperature oscillations magnitude decreases as the frequency 
increases, reaching a minimum value and then sharply increases. Let us consider 
only the solution of HHCE with non Fourier boundary condition. Taking the slope of 
the in-phase temperature oscillations magnitude with respect to heater frequency, 
d(Re(~T)) 1 
----'"--'----'-'- = --+ 7rT 
dm m 
(4.29) 
Therefore by knowing the heater frequency at which the in-phase temperature 
oscillations are a minimum, it is possible to determine the relaxation time of the 
CNT film using 
(4.30) 
Using a minimum frequency of 79 MHz, a relaxation time of 64 ns was 
obtained compared to the relaxation time of 50 ns that we used for our analysis. It is 
interesting to see that both values are reasonably close with similar orders of 
magnitude. Therefore, we see that in addition to the thermal conductivity value, the 
analysis provide a method to experimentally determine the relaxation time. 
Chapter 5 
Conclusion 
Determining thermal conductance of aligned structures and thin films with 
embedded CNTs is extremely important if we envision their use in heat sinks, thin 
films and thermal interface materials. Specifically, experimental techniques were 
used to determine the thermal conductance of MWNT structures that were grown in 
silicon minichannels with water as the cooling medium whereas in the case of CNTs 
embedded in thin composite films, novel analytical methods were used. 
In the case of MWNTs grown in a silicon minichannels with water as the 
cooling medium, it was observed that contrary to what previous research suggests, 
the presence of MWNTs enhances heat removal from the silicon base. In the single 
phase regime, using a fully covered MWNTs device 1.6 times the heat flux to the 
silicon base compared to a no MWNTs device can be applied while still maintaining 
the same silicon base temperature. This increase had a drawback of the fully 
covered MWNTs device increasing the pressure drop by 7% for 40 mlfmin and 14% 
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for 80 mlfmin. When using the 6 x 12 MWNT bundles device 2.3 times the silicon 
base heat flux compared to a no MWNTs device can be applied while maintaining 
the same silicon base temperature. The corresponding increase in pressure drop 
observed was 1.8 % for 40 mlfmin and 3.7% for 80 mlfmin. By considering the 
silicon minichannels as heat sinks, the fully covered MWNTs device had total 
thermal resistance that was 45% less when compared to the no MWNTs device. 
Similarly for the 6 x 12 MWNT bundles device, we obtained 57% decrease in the 
total thermal resistance when compared to a no MWNTs device. 
It was observed that at higher heat fluxes there is increased wetting of 
MWNTs by water resulting in enhanced heat removal. The increase in heat transfer 
may also be contributed to the motion of the individual nanotube. The MWNTs are 
intertwined within the structures with one end fixed to the silicon surface and the 
other side free. The unbounded end may act like a nanoscale cantilever beam, 
resonating with heat and enhancing heat removal because of the Brownian motion 
effect similar to the phenomena in nanofluids. The computational modeling results 
differed from the experimental results with the experimental results showing higher 
heat removal than predicted by the model. This was true especially in the case of the 
fully grown MWNTs device. One of the reasons we attribute this is due to the fact 
that the computational modeling considered the MWNTs as a solid medium whereas 
in reality the MWNTs are a nanostructured porous medium. Therefore any future 
computational modeling of MWNTs should take their porosity into account. 
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In the case of thin films with embedded CNTs, we developed a novel non 
Fourier 3 omega method to determine the thermal conductivity. The analysis was 
initially applied by considering a Fourier boundary condition at the heat source 
(metal line) and subsequently a non Fourier boundary condition at the heat source 
was applied. It was observed in both the cases that at high heater frequencies and 
high relaxation times satisfying the condition given by, 
mb2 1 1 rolb2 1 
--<<-and TOJ>- and--<<-
a 4 2 a 4 
the non Fourier effects should not be neglected. At high frequencies, in the case of 
the analysis with a Fourier boundary condition the error between the temperature 
oscillations obtained from Fourier and HHCE governing equation were as high as 
150 %. However when a non Fourier boundary condition was applied, the Fourier 
governing equation gave an 80% error and the HHCE governing equation gave an 
85% error in temperature oscillations when compared to the Fourier boundary 
condition with Fourier equation solution. 
The analysis was applied to determine the thermal conductivity of a thin CNT 
composite film and it was observed that the use of high frequencies to measure the 
thermal conductivity entails that non Fourier effects be taken into consideration. 
There is a significant difference in the solutions obtained from HHCE and Fourier 
equation with non Fourier boundary condition, and HHCE and Fourier equation 
with Fourier boundary condition solutions. In such a case, we need to use the 
thermal conductivity equation based on the non Fourier regime as given in Table 
4.1. We believe the thermal conductivity equation obtained using HHCE with non 
Fourier boundary condition would give the most accurate result. It is also clear that 
if one were to use the thermal conductivity equation based on the Fourier solution 
with Fourier boundary condition, one might underestimate the thermal conductivity 
whereas using the thermal conductivity equation based on the HHCE with Fourier 
boundary condition solution will lead to an overestimation of the thermal 
conductivity. It is evident that as we go to thinner films than the one considered 
above, the non Fourier effects become highly dominant and the temperature 
oscillations would travel further due to decreased attenuation thus limiting the size 
of the films one can measure. In addition to the expression for thermal conductivity, 
the analysis with the non Fourier boundary condition and the HHCE governing 
equation also provides a simple expression for the relaxation time. The relaxation 
time can be experimentally determined by finding the heater frequency at which the 
magnitude of the in-phase temperature oscillations is the least. 
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Chapter 6 
Future work 
The non Fourier 3 omega method for determining thermal conductivity of 
thin films was an analytical work and it would require experimental validation. As 
part of our future work we also intend to experimentally determine the thermal 
relaxation time of different thin films. In our analysis we considered an electrical 
heating method; we intend to extend our analysis to optical heating methods like 
laser heating that are also used to measure the thermal conductivity. Laser heating 
of the sample is usually carried out by using nanosecond, picosecond or 
femtosecond lasers that lead to temperature oscillations whose period is 
comparable to the relaxation time. The thermal diffusion in the sample is assumed 
to be governed according to Fourier's law. However, in such cases one needs to 
consider non Fourier effects and the thermal conductivity needs to be calculated 
according to HHCE. 
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In our research we have already dealt with aligned structures and thin films 
with embedded CNTs. As part of our future work we intend to embed the CNTs in 
bulk media and measure its thermal conductivity. Specifically, we want to create 
copper-CNT composites and measure its thermal conductivity. Literature search on 
copper-CNT composites shows that the thermal and electrical conductivity of these 
composites depends on the fabrication method involved. In the case of metals the 
thermal conductivity can be obtained from the electrical conductivity using the 
Weidemann Franz law [87]. The two main methods employed to fabricate copper-
CNT composites are electrodeposition and sintering. Chen el al. [88] used 
electrodeposition to create copper-CNT composites with thermal conductivity that 
was 66% higher than that of pure copper. Yang et al. [89] obtained copper-CNT 
composites fabricated through electrodeposition with thermal conductivity 
comparable to that of pure copper. Copper-CNT composites created from sintering 
provides lower values of thermal conductivity ranging from 105 W jmK to 250 
W jmK [90-92]. The authors attribute the lower values of thermal conductivity to 
the creation of voids in the composites. As part of our future work we intend to first 
create green compacts of copper and CNT powders using powder metallurgy. The 
green compacts will then be melted using induction heating to create the composite. 
The electrical conductivity of these composites will be measured and from that the 
thermal conductivity will be calculated. One of the advantages of induction heating 
is that the heating is very fast and the compacts can be melted in a matter of minutes 
compared to a conventional oven where it would take hours. The electromagnetic 
forces generated during induction heating levitate the green compact and melt it so 
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there is no need for a container to hold the compact. In addition the electromagnetic 
forces offer the added advantage of stirring the molten compact so as to minimize 
void creation. 
We have conducted some preliminary work on the fabrication of copper-
CNT composites. The copper powder obtained from Alfa Aesar (99.9o/o purity, -625 
mesh size) has cuprous oxide that needs to be removed. The oxide impurity hinders 
both electrical and thermal conductivity. The de-oxidation of the copper powder 
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Figure 6.1: Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy of a) Raw copper powder b) Hydrogen 
reduced copper powder. 
was done using hydrogen reduction [93]. The hydrogen reduction was carried out 
using rapid thermal annealing at 700 °C with 200 seem of Hz80%He gas. Energy 
Dispersive Spectroscopy (EDS) was conducted on the copper powder to determine if 
the oxide had been removed. Fig. 6.1a shows the EDS of the raw copper powder and 
the Fig. 6.1b shows the EDS of the hydrogen reduced copper powder. As seen from 
the figure, the 0 peak denoting the presence of oxygen is quite prominent in the raw 
copper powder whereas the peak is hardly visible in the hydrogen reduced copper 
powder. 
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The as obtained raw HiPco CNTs were purified using the method described 
in [94]. 100 mg of raw HiPco CNTs were stirred at 600 rpm in 40 ml of 1N 
hydrochloric acid and 40 ml of hydrogen peroxide to form slurry. The slurry was 
heated for 6 hours at 60 °C, and the hydrogen peroxide and the hydrochloric acid 
were replenished every hour. The isolated CNTs were then collected on a filter 
paper, washed and dried to obtain purified CNTs. 
A green compact of hydrogen reduced copper powder was formed by first 
balling milling the copper powder in a SPEX 8000 Mixer/Mill for 15 hours [95]. 5 mg 
of the milled copper powder was then cold compacted in a hydraulic press with 15 
tsi pressure for 10 mins to obtain a green compact of 12.7 mm diameter and 5 mm 
in height. 
The green compact was heated in a Radyne EI 40 high frequency induction 
heating generator. The generator converts 60 Hz of commercial power line 
frequency to radio frequencies of 450 KHz. The radio frequency power creates a 
strong electromagnetic field that induces eddy currents in metals and is sufficient to 
melt them. The green compact requires an inert argon atmosphere and this is 
accomplished by using a glove box that has been specifically altered to house the 
conical coil that will carry the high frequency power. A conical coil is used since it 
will provide a means to levitate and melt the compact. At this point we encountered 
several issues that need to be resolved with respect to the glove box and the radio 
frequency generator. One of the major issues is the inability to create an inert 
atmosphere due to a leaky glove box. The lack of inert atmosphere is leading to the 
oxidation of the compact as it gets heated to high temperatures. Different methods 
were tried to plug the leaks, from replacing the rubber gloves on the glove box to 
replacing the o-rings. However, the creation of inert atmosphere in the glove box 
still remains elusive. We believe the glove box will have to be replaced. The second 
issue encountered was the inability to both levitate and melt the compact. The 
generator provides enough power to levitate the compact but not enough to melt it. 
The generator has a failed rectifier due to which we were able to go only up to 9 KV 
while the generator is rated up to 12 KV. At 9 KV the generator trips and shuts 
down. Replacing the rectifier would allow the generator to go up to 12 KV and could 
result in both levitating and melting the compact. 
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Appendix A: Derivation of non Fourier 
Equation 
We begin with considering the Boltzmann Transport Equation for a classical 
system of N molecules. If there are m degrees of freedom, then the coordinated 
needed to specify the system are l = Nm. With regard to the phase space we have l 
A A 
coordinates of qi and l corresponding momenta p 1 . Thus by knowing the initial 
values of the phase space, one can determine the time evolution of the system using 
equations of motion. 
A phase point describes the state of a system at time t. As time changes, the 
phase points traces out a trajectory. Let us consider an ensemble approach with 
microcanonical (NVU) systems. We can define the number density fes (p, q, t) of the 
ensemble such that fes(p,q,t)dpdq gives the number of phase points in the region 
dpdq about p,q at time t in the phase space. 
A A A A A A A A A 
where p E ppp2 .......... p 1 , dp E dpl'dp2 .......... dp1, 
A A A 
dq E dqpdq2 .......... dq1 
A A A 
Consider a differential element in the phase space 8pl'8p2 .......... 8p1, 
1\ I\ 1\ 1\1\. A/\/\ I\ 
8ql'8q2 .......... 8q1 about the point pl'p2 .......... p 1 , ql'q2 .......... q1 • The number of 
phase points within this element is 
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1\ 1\ 1\ 1\ 1\ 1\ 1\ 1\ 1\ 1\ /\ 
t5n = fe.(PPP2 ..... pi'qPq2 ·····t)t5ppt5p2 ..... t5p"t5qpt5q2 .... t5qt (A.l) 
The number of points entering and leaving this volume element changes with time. 
1\ 
If we consider points entering at q1 per unit time 
1\ 
• 1\ 1\ 1\ 1\ 1\ 1\ q 
t5n lq, = fes t5p,.t5p2 .......... 8p1.8q,.8q2 .......... t5qt·+ (A.2) 
.t5q, 
1\ 1\ 1\ 1\ 
where q1 is the velocity at q1 • At q1 +d q1 , the number of points leaving the system 
Subtracting Equation A.3 from Equation A.2 
(A.4) 
Similarly for momenta, 
(A.S) 
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The net flow into the volume is found by summing the contributions from all 
directions in phase space 
(A.6) 
The net flow of phase points through the volume element is equal to the change of 
8n with respect to time. 
(A.7) 
We note that the Hamiltonian (H) satisfies the following relations 
1\ 
aH " 
-1\-=qj (A.8) 
apj 
1\ 
aH " 
-1\-=-pj (A.9) 
aqj 
1\ 
Differentiating the Equation A.8 with respect to aqj and Equation A.9 with respect 
1\ 
to a pj, we have 
1\ 1\ 
aqj a Pj 
-=--- (A.lO) 
Using Equation A.lO in Equation A.7 and using Equation A.l to eliminate 8n 
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(All) 
If we now consider each system in the ensemble to be a particle and imagine a 
system that contains non interacting particles with distribution function fep the 
above relation holds 
(A.12) 
A A 
Defining generalized coordinates z1 and velocities w1 (related to momenta) 
Equation A.12 becomes 
(A.13) 
Using the relation between coordinates and velocities Equation A.13 further 
simplifies to 
(A.14) 
If we consider that collisions take place between the different particles then the RHS 
of Eq. (A.14) equates to a collision term 
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(A.15) 
A fraction distribution fwould also satisfy the Eq. (A.15). Therefore 
(A.16) 
The collision term can be treated with the introduction of relaxation time r and 
equilibrium distribution fo such that 
(A.17) 
Eq. (A.16) is the Boltzmann Transport Equation which describes the time evolution 
of a classical mechanical system in non equilibrium. 
Let us now derive the non Fourier heat conduction equation for a 1-D classical 
1\ 
mechanical system with no external force applied (the acceleration term Wj goes to 
zero). If ux is the velocity in the x direction, then Boltzmann Transport Equation 
becomes 
_8f + _8/ u = -"""""(f_--=-fr::..o...o) 
8t 8xx T 
(A.18) 
Energy flux is given by q(x,t) = Juxf&D(&)d& where D(&) is the density of states 
Multiplying Equation AlB by ux&D(&)d& and integrating over all energy states 
(A.19) 
The last integral term goes to zero since integrating the equilibrium distribution 
over energy goes to zero. 
(A.20) 
We now make two assumptions 
a) r is constant 
b) aj = (dfo )(av) 
ax dv ax 
Based on our assumptions, Eq. (A.20) simplifies to 
(A.21) 
Solving Boltzmann Transport Equation for steady state yields f = fo -rux aj and 
ax 
substituting in Eq. (A.21) 
(A.22) 
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If we assume the temperature gradient av to be negative then the heat flux q and 
ax 
thermal conductivity k can be defined as 
(A.23) 
(A24) 
Using Eq. (A23) and Eq. (A24) in Eq. (A22), we get 
aq q 1 a(kv) 
-+-=----
at T T OX 
(A.25) 
Eq. (A25) is the non Fourier heat conduction equation. It is also known as the 
Cattaneo equation. Differentiating Eq. (A25) with respect to x and combining it with 
the conservation of energy equation 
av aq 
pc -+-=0 
p at ax 
We get non Fourier heat conduction equation in the hyperbolic form 
_E_(k av) _ c (av + 7 a2vJ 
ax ax - p p at at2 
(A26) 
(A.27) 
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Appendix B: Calibration of pressure 
transducer 
The differential pressure transducer was calibrated using a dead weight 
tester. A dead weight tester has a piston cylinder mechanism and works on the basic 
principle that the pressure is the ratio or force over area. The force applied on the 
piston is generally known through the use of calibrated weights. The differential 
pressure transducer was connected to the dead weight tester and a known pressure 
was applied. The corresponding millivolt (mV) reading from the pressure 
transducer was read using a multimeter. The pressures applied spanned the 
operational pressure of the pressure transducer i.e. from 0 - 30 psi. Once a 
minimum set of points was obtained (more than 3), the results were plotted (Fig. 
B.l) and a linear equation giving the corresponding pressure value from the voltage 
reading. The R2 value obtained was close to 1 thus validating the accuracy of our 
curve fitting. The dead weight tester provides known pressure through psi values 
and so to convert the value to Pascal we used Eq. (B.l). 
Pressure= 6894.75*(239.2666*(mV) -0.3472) (B.l) 
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Figure B.l: Pressure vs millivolt reading of the pressure transducer 
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Appendix C: Heat loss calculations 
Heat loss is unavoidable in our experiment though we have sufficiently 
insulated the heat carrying components. It is important that heat loss be calculated 
and the correct heat flux applied to the silicon base of the three devices be 
determined. To calculate our heat loss (HL) we obtain a relation between the heat 
flux (hfnum) and the base temperature (Tw) for a particular flow rate using the 
numerical results of the no MWNTs device as shown in Fig. C.l. The heat loss for a 
particular flow rate and a particular base temperature can now be calculated using 
the experimental results. 
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Figure C.l: Numerical results for No MWNTs device 
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Table C.l gives the heat loss calculation details for 40 mlfmin and Table C.2 gives 
the heat loss calculation details for 80 mlfmin. The numerical heat flux shown in the 
tables is obtained using the relations obtained in Fig. C.l. The corresponding heat 
loss equations: 
For 40 ml/min, 
HL40 = -0.0286*Tw +5.3389 (C.l) 
For 80 mlfmin, 
HL80 = -0.0529*Tw+5.7908 (C.2) 
Therefore by using Eqs. (C.l) and (C.2), we can find out the heat loss for a particular 
base temperature for the fully covered MWNTs device and the 6 x 12 MWNT 
bundles device. The heat loss values obtained can then be used to adjust the 
experimental heat flux values for these two devices to obtain the heat flux applied to 
the base. 
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Table C.1: Heat loss calculations for 40 mljmin 
Run# Base Temperature Heat flux (W jsq em) Heat loss (C) Experimental Numerical (W jsq em) 
26.11722222 4.97722222 0.179261167 4.797961056 
34.763375 5.877125 1.209017963 4.668107038 
45.80425 7.14975 2.523986175 4.625763825 
Run 1 60.97916667 8.60041667 4.33131875 4.269097917 
78.837 10.1726923 6.4581867 3.714505608 
104.9083636 12.8353636 9.563286109 3.272077527 
127.6186923 14.9979231 12.26808625 2.729836823 
142.6385714 16.1272143 14.05695386 2.070260429 
25.94730769 4.77446154 0.159024346 4.615437192 
33.957 5.92791667 1.1129787 4.814937967 
45.84990909 7.20890909 2.529424173 4.679484918 
Run2 62.45563636 8.71827273 4.507166291 4.211106436 
79.46736364 10.3649091 6.533263009 3.831646082 
104.7893333 12.5043333 9.5491096 2.955223733 
121.3006364 14.4062727 11.51560579 2.890666936 
142.2982222 16.4764444 14.01641827 2.460026178 
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Table C.2: Heat loss calculations for 80 mljmin 
Run# Base Temperature Heatflux(VV/sqcm) Heat loss (C) Experimental Numerical (VV fsq em) 
26.8845625 5.09460562 0.654740994 4.439864627 
33.44072222 6.05327778 1.771254994 4.282022783 
44.68942857 6.81752381 3.686909686 3.130614124 
57.47578947 8.344 5.864426947 2.479573053 
Run 1 74.28215385 10.3611538 8.7265508 1.634603046 
89.22816667 11.878 11.27185678 0.606143217 
110.1073333 14.5302667 14.82757887 -0.2973122 
130.5821818 16.8554545 18.31444556 -1.458991018 
145.3051818 18.8609091 20.82177246 -1.960863373 
26.20677778 4.8061 0.539314256 4.266785744 
33.6988125 5.866375 1.815207769 4.051167231 
44.06184615 6.94076923 3.5800324 3.360736831 
59.715125 9.07085714 6.245785788 2.825071355 
Run2 69.364 10.4936667 7.8889892 2.604677467 
93.275 13.1940769 11.9610325 1.233044423 
110.6349286 15.2995714 14.91742834 0.382143093 
125.00525 16.3946667 17.36469408 -0.970027408 
137.6501 18.3617 19.51811203 -1.15641203 
Appendix D: Uncertainty analysis 
The experimentally measured quantities are the flow rate, the temperature 
and the pressure drop. The uncertainties for the rotameter and the pressure 
transducer are factory provided and are 6% and 7% respectively. To calculate the 
uncertainty in the measurement of the thermocouples, the thermocouples were 
dipped in a constant temperature bath. The bath temperature was accurately 
determined using an Omega DP32 thermocouple. The experimental thermocouple 
measurements and the Omega DP32 thermocouple measurements were recorded 
and then analyzed statistically to determine the uncertainty in the temperature 
measured by the thermocouples. The uncertainty calculated was within 0.1 °C for 
the thermocouples. Since the heat flux was a derived quantity using the Fourier 
equation, 
q = k !'!iT 
ill 
Therefore, we used the Kline and Mclintock method [96] to determine the 
uncertainty. 
OJq 
q 
(D.1) 
(D.2) 
where k, !::. T and !::.x are the thermal conductivity, the difference between adjacent 
thermocouple temperatures and the distance between adjacent thermocouples; and 
Wk, WT and Wx are the associated uncertainties respectively. The thermal 
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conductivity uncertainty and the position uncertainty were negligible and the Eq. 
(D.2) reduced to 
{J)q = J2( OJT ) 
q !::.T 
(D.3) 
Uncertainties were determined using Eq. (D.3) for each of the three heat fluxes for 
every base temperature and an average uncertainty was determined. The average 
uncertainties for the heat flux ranged from 3.6% to 17% with the uncertainties 
being higher at lower heat fluxes. 
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Appendix E: Steady state solution 
E.l Solution of hyperbolic heat conduction equation with 
Fourier boundary condition 
The governing hyperbolic heat conduction equation and the boundary 
conditions are as follows 
(E.l) 
BT Pei2ca 
Lim r-=---
r->O ar Jrkl (E.2a) 
f).T(r = oo,t > 0) = 0 (E.2b) 
T(r,t =0) =0 (E.2c) 
In general the steady state oscillations are given by 
(E.3) 
Substituting Eq. (E.3) in Eq. (E.l), the oscillatory component cancels out to give an 
equation that consists of only the position component 
(E.4) 
The corresponding boundary conditions given by Eq. (E.2a) and (E.2b) become 
. a(~r) P Lzm,.~0r =--8r trkl (E.Sa) 
~T(r = oo, t > 0) = 0 (E.Sb) 
( 2 Jl/2 Substituting R = qr where q = i~m- 4:' in Eq. (E.4), the equation becomes 
(E.6) 
The general solution to Eq. (E.6) [97] is 
(E.7) 
Using boundary condition Eq. (E.Sb) we get C1 = 0 
(E.8) 
Using boundary condition Eq. (E.6b), we get 
(E.9) 
From [98], we know in general 
(E.lO) 
Using Eqs. (E.lO) and (E.9), we have Cz = P /nkl, Therefore solution for temperature 
amplitude in terms of position is given by 
p 
~T(r) = -K0 (qr) 
trkl 
(E.ll) 
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E.2 Solution of Fourier equation with Fourier boundary 
condition 
The governing Fourier conduction equation and the boundary conditions are 
as follows 
(E.12) 
8T Pe;zax 
Lim r-=---
r--->0 ar Jrk! (E.13a) 
~T(r = oo,t > 0) = 0 (E.13b) 
T(r,t=O)=O (E.13c) 
In general the steady state oscillations are given by 
T(r,t) =M'(r)ei2ax (E.14) 
Substituting Eq. (E.14) in Eq. (E.12), we get an equation that consists of only the 
position component 
(E.lS) 
The corresponding boundary conditions given by Eq. (E.13a) and (E.13b) become 
. a(~r) P 
Lzm r =--
r---+O 8r Jr kf 
(E.16a) 
!1T(r = oo,t > 0) = 0 (E.16b) 
We solve Eq. (E.lS) subject to boundary conditions given by Eq. (E.16) as in the 
previous section E.l to get the solution for the temperature amplitude in terms of 
position 
(E.17) 
( "2 )112 where q1 = 1 aOJ 
E.3 Solution of hyperbolic heat conduction equation with non 
Fourier boundary condition 
The governing equation and the boundary condition are as follows, 
ar p i2<ot 
limr__.0r- = - _e_ ( 1 + i2wr) 
8r trkl 
T(r = oo,t > 0) = 0 
T(r,t=O)=O 
(E.18) 
(E.19a) 
(E.19b) 
(E.19c) 
We can solve the Eqs. (E.18) and (E.19) as given in section E.l to get the solution of 
the temperature amplitude in terms of position 
P(l + i2rw) 
11T(r) = K 0 (qr) 
trkl 
(E.20) 
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i2()} 4r()}2 
where q = --;;---;_;-( J
Jn 
E.4 Solution of Fourier equation with non Fourier boundary 
condition 
The governing equation and the boundary conditions are as given below, 
oT =a(o2T +.!_ oTJ 
ot or2 r or 
(E.21) 
oT p i2<vt limr~0r- = __ e_(l + i2mr) 
or 7rkl 
(E.22a) 
!!.T(r = oo,t > 0) = 0 (E.22b) 
T(r,t=O)=O (E.22c) 
The above Eqs (E.21) and (E.22) can be solved using the methodology 
described in Section E.2 to get the solution of the temperature amplitude in terms of 
position, 
(E.23) 
( '2 )1/2 where q1 = 1 a()} 
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Appendix F: Finite width of metal line 
The line source solution considers all the heat to be deposited through a line 
with zero width. However, in reality the metal line will have a width 2b and we can 
assume the heat to be deposited over the width 2b of the metal line. The heat can be 
considered to be deposited over a square wave (H(x)) of width 2b over the sample 
and can be mathematically expressed as 
if-b~x~b (F.l) 
elsewhere 
Since H(x) is an even function symmetrical over x = 0, the Fourier transform of the 
function can be expressed as 
00 
H(z) = J H(x)cos(zx)dx 
-oo 
Using Eq. (F.l) in Eq. (F.2), the integral becomes 
1 b 
H(z) =- J cos(zx)dx 
2b -b 
The integral can then be solved to give the Fourier transform of the heat source 
H(z) = sin(zb) 
zb 
(F.2) 
(F.3) 
(F.4) 
The temperature oscillations measured by the metal line considered as a line source 
contains modified Bessel function of the second kind. Therefore the temperature 
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oscillations f..T(x) can be considered to be an even function over x = 0. The Fourier 
transform is given by 
co 
f..T(z) = J f..T(x)cos(zx)dx (F.S) 
-co 
F.l Solution of hyperbolic heat conduction equation with 
Fourier boundary condition 
The temperature oscillations measured by the metal line as a line source is 
given by 
p 
f..T(x) = -K0 (qx) 
nkl 
Using Eq. (F.6) in Eq. (F.S), we have 
p co 
f..T(z) =- J K 0 (qx)cos(zx)dx 
nkl -co 
Eq. (F.7) can be solved using standard integral transform [99] to give 
f..T(z) = p 1 
kl ( 2 2 )1/2 z +q 
Using convolution of Fourier transforms, we get from Eqs. (F.8) and (F.4) 
(F.6) 
(F.7) 
(F.8) 
(F.9) 
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Taking inverse Fourier transform and taking the average over the width (2b) of the 
metal line, we have 
!J.T(x) =_!_!_ bf oofsin(zb)cos(zx) dzdx 
nkl b 0 0 (zb)(z 2 +q 2 / 12 
(F.10) 
Integrating over x, gives the temperature oscillations measured by the metal line 
(F.11) 
F.2 Solution of Fourier equation with Fourier boundary 
condition 
The temperature oscillations measured by the metal line as a line source is 
given by 
(F.12) 
Using Eq. (F.6) in Eq. (F.S), we have 
p 00 
!J.T(z) =- JK0 (q rx)cos(zx)dx Jrkl . 
-00 
(F.13) 
Eq. (F.13) can be solved using standard integral transform [99] to give 
!J.T(z) = p 1 
kl ( 2 2 )1/2 z +qr 
(F.14) 
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Using convolution of Fourier transforms, we get from Eqs. (F.14) and (F.4) 
11T(z) = p sin(zb) 112 
kl (zb)(z2 +q/) (F.15) 
Taking inverse Fourier transform and taking the average over the width (2b) of the 
metal line, we have 
11T(x) = __!___]:_ bf oof sin(zb)cos(zx) dzdx 
1rkl b 0 0 (zb)(z2 +q/Y12 (F.16) 
Integrating over x, gives the temperature oscillations measured by the metal line 
(F.17) 
F.3 Solution of hyperbolic heat conduction equation with non 
Fourier boundary condition 
The temperature oscillations measured by the metal line as a line source is 
given by, 
P(l + i2rm) 
11T(r) = K 0 (qr) Jrkl (F.18) 
The finite width of the metal line can be incorporated into Eq. (F.18) by following 
steps similar to section F.1 to obtain the amplitude of temperature oscillations 
measured by the metal line of width 2b, 
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(F.19) 
F.4 Solution of Fourier equation with Fourier boundary 
condition 
The temperature oscillations measured by the metal line as a line source is 
given by, 
(F.20) 
The finite width of the metal line can be incorporated into Eq. (F.20) by following 
steps similar to section F.2 to obtain the amplitude of temperature oscillations 
measured by the metal line of width 2b, 
(F.21) 
Appendix G: Temperature amplitude 
solution 
G.l Solution of hyperbolic heat conduction equation with 
Fourier boundary condition 
The amplitude of the temperature oscillations measured by the metal line is 
given by 
(G.1) 
From the table of integrals [99] and substituting the definition of q, the Eq. (G.1) 
becomes 
f).T=_!_[ln[1+ 1_ 4olrb2 +i2mb2 J-ln[ 4m2rb2 +i2mb2 J] (G.Z) 
ffH a a a a 
The square roots of the complex numbers in the above equation can be solved using 
[100] to give 
f).T = _!_[In ( 1 + m +in)-_! In ( 4mzrbz + i2mbz JJ 
gk/ 2 a a 
(G.3) 
where, 
(G.4) 
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mb2 
n=-
am 
Using the definition of natural logarithm of a complex number, the Eq. (G.3) 
simplifies to the following real and imaginary parts 
M=Re(M)+iim(M) 
where, 
Re ~T =- -In 1+m +n --lnm--ln 4r m +1 --ln-( ) P [ 1 (C )2 2) 1 1 ( 2 2 ) 1 4b4] 
trkl 2 2 4 4 a 2 
Im(~T) =_!_[i(tan-1 (-n )-!tan-I (-1 )J] 
trkl 1 +m 2 -2rm 
G.2 Solution of Fourier equation with Fourier boundary 
condition 
(G.S) 
(G.6) 
(G.7) 
(G.8) 
The amplitude of the temperature oscillations measured by the metal line is 
given by 
p lib 1 ~T=- J dz 
trkl 0 (z2 +q/Y12 (G.9) 
From the table of integrals [99] and substituting the definition of qr, the Eq. (G. 9) 
becomes 
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(G.10) 
Taking the square roots of the complex numbers [100] in the above equation gives 
where, 
p [ . 1 (i2mb2 JJ llT=- In(1+m+m)--ln --
~M 2 a 
1 
m=-
.fi 
OJb2 
n=-
am 
(G.11) 
(G.12) 
(G.13) 
Using the definition of natural logarithm of a complex number, Eq. (G.11) simplifies 
to 
M=Re(M)+iim(M) (G.14) 
where, 
Re llT =- -ln l+m +n --lnm--ln-( ) p [ 1 (( )2 2) 1 1 4b4] ~rkl 2 2 4 a 2 (G.15) 
Im(llT)=~[i(tan-1 (-n )- JrJ] ~rkl l+m 4 (G.16) 
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G.3 Solution of hyperbolic heat conduction equation with non 
Fourier boundary condition 
The amplitude of the temperature oscillations measured by the metal line for 
the condition where lqbl D 1 is given by 
(G.17) 
The Eq. (G.17) can be solved as shown in section G.1 to give the real and imaginary 
parts of the temperature amplitude 
!J.T = Re( !J.T) + i Im( !J.T) (G.18) 
and 
Re(llT) =~[In{(! +m )z +nz) lnm In{ 4r2m2 + 1) ! In 4b4- 2rm[tan-I (-n )-!tan-I (-1-)J] (G.19) 
;rk/ 2 2 4 4 a2 1 + m 2 -2rm 
Im{l1T)=P(2rm)[ln({l+m)2 +n2) lnm ln(4r2llJ2+1) lln4b\_1 [tan_1(_n )-!tan-1(_1_Jl] (G.20) 
;rk/ 2 2 4 4 a2 2rm 1 + m 2 -2rm 
where 
(G.21) 
and 
mb2 
n=-
am 
(G.22) 
G.4 Solution of Fourier equation with non Fourier boundary 
condition 
The amplitude of the temperature oscillations measured by the metal line for 
the condition where lq1bl D 1 is given by 
(G.23) 
The Eq. (G.23) can be solved as shown in section G.2 to give the real and imaginary 
parts of the temperature amplitude 
~T=Re(~T)+iim(~T) (G.24) 
and 
(G.25) 
Im(~T)= P(2rm)l In((l+m)2 +n2) _lnm _ _!_In 4b4 +-1-(tan-l(_n_)- 7rJ] (G.26) 
1rkl l 2 2 4 a 2 2-rm 1 + m 4 
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where 
1 
m=-
..fi (G.27) 
and 
wb2 
n=- (G.28) 
am 
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